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EMMA KULI
e d i t o r  i n  c h i e f
I am honored to share Volume 108, Issue 1 of the Santa Clara Review with you. 
I hope that in these pages you find a passport to literary worlds far beyond your 
Zoom-boxed bedroom; a time capsule preserving the voices of persistence 
forged in the fires of crisis; and a meeting place for the literary community 
isolated, fragmented, and endangered by a global pandemic, political division, 
and institutional injustice. 
This issue continues the Santa Clara Review’s over 150-year legacy of 
publishing innovative, contemplative, and masterful poetry, prose, and art. 
However, this issue also stands apart as the first publication to have been 
published by an entirely remote staff. This beautiful book came together due to 
the distance-bridging dedication and unrelenting hard work of our Leadership 
Staff, Assistants and Associates, Editorial Board, and Faculty Advisors. 
I am proud to be able to use the Review’s powerful literary platform to amplify 
the resounding voices in this book. I am deeply grateful to the contributors 
of this issue for sharing their art with our magazine. Their storytelling works 
again and again show creativity’s capacity to be a point of human connection, 
personal reflection, and radical compassion.
I would be lost without the unwavering persistence of this year’s leadership 
staff and the continued support of the preceding Review team and Dr. Kirk 
Glaser. Additionally, I am immensely grateful to this quarter’s Faculty Advisor, 
Miah Jeffra, my constant guide and brilliant mentor since my first days at SCU. 
I will leave you with a promise. This book holds new heroes and old questions, 
creative sanctuary and imaginative wildfire, personal histories and battle cries 
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f e a t u r e d  a r t i s t
CRISTINA TROUFA
Cristina Troufa is a Portuguese artist based in Porto, Portugal. Cristina 
received both her Licentiate Degree in Painting and her Master’s Degree 
in Painting from the University of Fine Arts of Porto (FBAUP) in 2012. 
Her art has been featured in solo and group shows since 1995, in Portugal, 
Italy, Spain, Australia, Canada, Denmark, Taiwan, France, England and 
the United States. Troufa was referenced and interviewed in various media 
in Portugal and internationally. In 2015, she was a jury member and guest 
artist in the “PortugArt” project in London. Cristina Troufa’s work is 
present  in the art collections of public and private institutions. 
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f e a t u r e d  a u t h o r
Z.Z. BOONE
Z.Z. Boone, who also writes under the name Bill Bozzone, was born in 
Brooklyn, New York. A terrible student, he was ousted from Xaverian High 
School in his first year, and his applications for college a few years later were 
all rejected. He joined the Air Force (where he first began writing fiction), 
and upon completion of service was accepted by Dutchess Community 
College, then Marist College, then Goddard College where he completed 
an MFA in Creative Writing.
As Bill Bozzone, he began writing for the stage, and his plays were produced 
primarily in the venue known as off-off Broadway. Some, including Rose 
Cottages, Korea, and Buck Fever, were picked up by publishers such as 
Samuel French, Inc, and Broadway Play Publishing.
In 1988, the film Full Moon in Blue Water, based on his original screenplay, 
was released, followed by The Last Elephant, starring John Lithgow and 
James Earl Jones, in 1990.
He returned to his first love, fiction, while teaching writing at the college 
level at such institutions as Western Connecticut State University, Sacred 
Heart University, and Marist College. Z.Z. Boone’s first collection of short 
stories, Off Somewhere, was published in 2015 and earned him a Forward 
Indies’ nomination for Best Short Story Collection.
Z.Z. lives in Florida with his wife, writer Tricia Bauer, and their 15-year-
old pug. He is currently at work on a novel titled A Threat to the Common 
Good.
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CLIFF
Z.Z. BOONE
f i c t i o n
 Richie Becker was the nicest kid on our block, nicer than I was, 
nicer than anybody. Practically every morning that summer, right after he 
finished his paper route and just before his divorced mother left for work 
with the Police Athletic League, Richie’d spend a good fifteen minutes 
bouncing a basketball back and forth with Bernard Eckhardt. Bernard was 
Down syndrome and stuck in a wheelchair, but most mornings there he’d 
be, in the hottest August anybody could remember, waiting in Richie’s 
driveway with that basketball on his lap.  
 It wasn’t as if we were in heaven, far from it. We lived in near-
identical houses—ours directly across from the Longos’—a single maple 
tree planted in front of each and every one. We later learned there was 
abuse and drunkenness and adultery, but those things were kept behind 
closed doors, and if whispered about by our moms and dads in bed, were 
never topics of conversation when the sun shined through our windows. 
 There were four of us. Vince Longo was the oldest at fourteen, his 
brother Hal was twelve, and Richie and I fell between them. We fought, 
sure, but overall we were a fairly cohesive quartette. There were other boys 
on the block, like Ted Acosta, but Ted was seventeen and had a girlfriend 
and a driver’s license and an actual moustache he could comb.
 The trouble started when the Cunningham family moved in. 
They were on Shaffer Avenue, the one that ran parallel to ours. We had 
determined early that summer that riding bikes was childish and dumb, 
that walking in a group was far cooler, so we ambled down to check them 
out.
 “What kind of furniture?” my mother asked me at dinner.
 “I didn’t notice.”
 “There was a U-Haul the size of an ocean liner. How could you not 
notice?”
 The truth was, we weren’t much interested in décor. Our hormones 
were beginning to bubble, and there was a serious scarcity of girls in the 
neighborhood. Sandra Valli was conceited and kept her distance, Kathleen 
O’Shea suffered from night terrors and was a rumored bedwetter, Mary 
Marie Longo—Vince and Hal’s sister—was eight.
 But the person who caught our attention that afternoon wasn’t 
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as drawn as a baked apple, the sleeves totally torn from his once-white 
undershirt. 
 “Whoa,” Vince said, holding out his arm as if he was leading a 
wagon train. 
 The blond kid was wheeling a nasty, repainted black bike down the 
U-Haul ramp, his parents each lugging one end of a coffee table not far 
behind. He stopped at the curb and glared in our direction. I’m not sure if 
he was addressing us collectively or if he’d singled one of us out. 
 “What are you looking at, candy-ass?” he said.
 He stared for a second or two before his father ordered him to 
move, and then he disappeared around the side of the house. As he turned 
the corner, I noticed a plastic water bottle wired to the bike’s frame and 
“Viper” printed in sloppy gold letters on the crossbar. 
 We picked up bits and pieces as the week went by, but much of 
what we learned was suspect. The source was Betty Eckhardt, Bernard’s 
mother, a woman my parents referred to as “a living saint, but a little 
crazy.” According to Mrs. Eckhardt, the Cunninghams were “a welfare 
family placed by the state”; the husband had “posed for a pornographic 
magazine”; a baby had frozen to death after being “locked in a car while the 
missus got her shine on.”  
 The information on the kid was a bit less sensational. His name 
was Cliff and he was scheduled to begin at Tottenville High School in the 
fall. That, by itself, was news. We were Catholic school kids—Vince Longo 
headed for Monsignor Farrell come September—and we considered all 
public schools little more than glorified insane asylums.
 Both my parents worked, but they were as observant as scientists 
when it came to disorder: a glass left on the kitchen counter, the TV set to 
a different channel than it had been, a poorly folded bath towel. Mr. and 
Mrs. Longo, also a working couple, were not quite so obsessive. While we 
all had cellars with furnaces and sump pumps, the Longos had an honest-
to-God finished basement: wet bar, pool table, living room furniture from 
one cycle back. Someone had christened the place “The Pothole,” and Mr. 
Longo had Vince router out a wooden sign in shop class. It hung in the 
stairwell overhead, and it was here we found ourselves most afternoons 
when we weren’t sitting on the three brick steps in front of my house.
  The Pothole was where we decided we hated Cliff Cunningham, 
this stranger, this guy we might have included in our games of kickball and 
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roly-poly, maybe even invited to walk with the group and grab a soda at 
Stillman’s Superette.  
 “Somebody should cut off his dick and sew it to his forehead,” Hal 
said as he lined up a shot on his father’s pool table. He was the most sadistic 
among us, the least practical, the most easily ignored. 
 Richie chalked up his stick. “I saw in a movie once how this kid was 
forced to move from his old neighborhood and it turned him nuts.”  
 “Yeah, well this isn’t a movie,” I said.
 Vince, my pool partner, was the tallest among us. Thin but powerful, 
he beat up his brother regularly, and last year in eighth grade he’d taken on 
a high school sophomore and swelled the kid’s lip like a Vienna sausage.
 “Let it go for now,” he said. “If he comes on this block, I’ll handle it.”
 Nobody said anything as Hal sent the cue ball flying from the table, 
but I suspect we were all hoping the same thing.
 That hope was realized when Cliff Cunningham ventured onto our 
block a couple of days later. We were sitting on my stoop when he rode by, 
zigzagging from one side of the street to the other, picking up speed on the 
downgrade, and narrowly avoiding the parked cars. It was a provocation if 
ever there was one.
 We knew he’d have to turn around and retrace his route, an uphill 
struggle. Ours was a dead-end street—nothing but vacant lot and chain-
link fence—and unless you cut through Eckhardt’s yard and faced their 
boxer, Trixie, you were stuck. Vince stood up and walked to the center of 
the street while the rest of us, like some prepubescent Greek chorus, took 
places along the sidewalk. When Cliff returned, Vince stood—hands on 
hips—in his path. The Viper stopped inches from Vince, Cliff’s legs splayed 
on either side. 
 “You looking for something?” Vince said.
 “Yeah,” Cliff told him. “Your mother.”
 “Uh oh,” Hal said, leaning so far over I thought we were going to 
lose him. 
 “Okay, tough guy,” Vince said, pointing toward the vacant lot. “You 
and me.”
 Cliff smiled at this, then looked over at the three of us before 
turning back.
 “Four against one?” he said.
 “The Pothole,” Vince said without looking our way. “Wait there.”  
 “We want to watch,” Hal said.
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 “Now!” Vince ordered.
 We skulked back down to the Longo basement like the scolded 
children we were. I flopped in the armchair in the corner and flipped 
through a cocktail-making guide while Richie ricocheted a pool ball from 
bumper to bumper, and Hal wandered around like some sleepwalker.
 “I hope he kills the kid,” Hal said.
 “At least get him to stay on his own block,” Richie said.
 I kept quiet. I was worried Vince might not win that fight, and my 
fear proved valid when, maybe ten minutes later, we heard a pounding on 
the front door. It was Mrs. Eckhardt, one of the neighborhood’s few stay-at-
home moms, and she was yelling even before Hal could get all the way up 
the stairs. “Call your mother!” she shouted. “Vince has been crippled!”
 I learned later that day, again across the dinner table, that Vince 
hadn’t quite “been crippled,” but that his shoulder had been dislocated and 
he’d been admitted to Staten Island hospital, where he still remained. 
 “Looks like Hal is gonna have to step up,” my dad said. He was a 
mechanic for New Jersey Transit, a man who constantly smelled like brake 
oil.
 “Hal’s half the kid’s size,” I said.
 “Plus it was a fair fight,” my mother added. She’d spoken to Mrs. 
Eckhardt who’d seen the entire thing from her kitchen window. “Vince 
threw a punch and this Cunningham boy grabbed his arm and came down 
on it.”
 “You don’t get it,” my father said. He sliced his steak thin to avoid 
unnecessary chewing. “Immediate family handles immediate business. 
Extended family handles extended business. Make sense?”
 My mom and I both nodded, although I doubt we had any idea 
what he was saying. 
 On Saturday mornings, just about everyone on the block slept in. 
Even Bernard Eckhardt, slave to neither clock nor calendar, knew enough 
to stay inside and wait a day. Apparently, it was different on Shaffer 
Avenue, or at least in the Cunningham household. Richie, coming home 
from delivering the Staten Island Sentinel, saw the whsole thing: Cliff tear-
assing down our street on the Viper, thumb pressed on the button of a 
battery-powered horn as loud as an 18-wheeler. He was popping wheelies 
like some Wild West bronco buster and shouting “Wakie, Wakie!” as loudly 
as he could.
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 The incident was discussed that very evening at a barbeque in my 
parents’ backyard. Mr. Longo, hearing the racket that morning, looked 
out one of his three tiny front door windows. “The little fucker had to be 
doing twenty-five miles an hour,” he said. Mrs. Becker vowed she’d have a 
talk with the parents if the conduct continued, and even though she only 
worked for the P.A.L., she was officially a policewoman with the uniform 
and a .38.
 Cliff Cunningham returned on the Viper the following Monday, 
this time creeping up on Mary Marie Longo as she pushed her doll carriage 
along the sidewalk. Straddling his bike and tip-toeing behind her, he was 
able to tap her on the shoulder, and when she turned, grabbing her baby by 
the leg and taking off while the poor girl screeched loud enough to be heard 
in Brooklyn Heights. Mary Marie was irreconcilable until her mother—a 
“chow-lady” at the elementary school—rolled in just before three-thirty. A 
search was conducted and it was Rose Longo herself who found the doll, 
naked and with its head plucked clean, stuffed halfway down a sewer grate. 
She dislodged the thing and—holding Mary Marie with one hand and the 
rubber victim with the other—stomped over to the Cunningham place to 
demand answers. Hal trailed a safe distance behind, and I accompanied 
him. We found Mrs. Cunningham—obese and pock-faced—sitting outside 
on a webchair and smoking a pipe. After the details were related, we 
watched as the woman tapped the pipe bowl clean, slowly got to her feet, 
walked into the house and returned with Cliff.
 “He says he didn’t do nothing,” Mrs. Cunningham said. “Maybe 
somebody else.”
 “My daughter was right there,” Rose Longo said.
 “Cliff don’t lie,” Mrs. Cunningham said. She turned, and with 
a talon-like grip, led Cliff back toward the house. But we all saw it. Just 
as they were crossing the threshold, Cliff’s mother smacked him across 
the back of the head so hard, the boy’s greased hair stood up like Woody 
Woodpecker.
 This, we hoped, would end things, but Cliff Cunningham proved as 
hard to control as crabgrass.  He rode through the following day, back and 
forth as we sat out, and called over each time.
 “How’s Vince?” he’d ask. And then on his return trip, “What time’s 
visiting hours?”  
  Cliff’s final pass was on the sidewalk, then a good eighteen inches 
onto our lawn. Had my father been home at the time, he’d have been on 
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it; he nurtured and protected the grass that grew in our front yard like a 
mother duckling.  
 “Hey!” I shouted getting to my feet. “Watch it, dufus!”
 Cliff stepped back on his brakes so hard, the back wheel of the Viper 
actually lifted a good half-foot off the ground. He was now close enough to 
lateral a football to.  
 “What did you call me?”
 “My father’s inside,” I lied.
   “I’m not afraid of your father,” he said, and the frightening thing 
was that I believed him. 
 Hal stepped off the stoop, but stopped a good six feet short. “Why 
don’t you just leave us alone?” he said.
 “You look parched,” Cliff said, and he grabbed the plastic bottle 
from the frame of the Viper, aimed it toward Hal and squeezed. Then he 
pointed a finger at me. “You’re next,” he said, and rode off leaving a deep 
tire rut as a reminder.
 Hal was holding his t-shirt by the bottom hem and stretching 
it away from his body. It was his favorite, a gift from his grandparents. 
Practice Safe Sex, it said. Mark the Sheep that Kick.
  “You okay, Hal?” I asked. 
 “Sure he is,” Richie said, coming down to join us. “What’s a little 
water. Right, Hal?”
 “I don’t think it’s water,” Hal said. “I think it’s piss.”
 
 That night Richie’s mom, in full uniform, went over to the 
Cunningham house and tried to talk with Cliff’s father. She found him in 
the driveway, underneath his car, a beer close at hand, a Mets game on the 
radio. 
 “He slid out just long enough to tell me to send over a real cop,” she 
told my mom, “and then he asked if the badge chaffed my titty.”
 For a week, Vince remained housebound, not so much due to his 
injury as to the fact that he’d been shamed. He wouldn’t even come down 
into The Pothole, just sat in his bedroom claiming he was getting mentally 
prepared to start high school.  
 “He’s given up on life,” his brother told us one afternoon as we sat 
on Richie’s back patio. “Fourteen years old and it’s over for him.”
 Hal had presented the prospect of jumping Cliff, an assault from 
behind, the three of us armed with 2-by-4s. But there was little doubt that 
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he’d withstand such an attack, disarm us, and beat us down with our own 
weapons.  
 “It’s like this Western movie I saw where an outlaw rides in and 
everybody’s afraid to do anything,” Richie said.
 “Then what happens?” I asked.
 Richie shrugged. “They have to get themselves a new sheriff.”
 Ted Acosta was not like most body builders we knew, people who liked 
to work out undetected. On the contrary, Ted Acosta—handsome and well-
muscled—liked being seen. He’d dropped out of high school and worked nights 
at a place called Roast Beef-A-Rama, which allowed him the entire day to drag 
equipment out of the garage and into the driveway, plenty of time to clear it 
away before his dad got home at five. His girlfriend Gina was almost always at 
his side, tightly-packed and curly-haired, sexy despite two close-set eyes that 
resembled the infinity sign.
  Ted had just finished a set of bench presses the afternoon I walked 
up the street and told him our problem. He was seated on his padded weight 
bench, shirtless and barefooted, wearing only an aqua-colored bathing suit.
   “I heard about it,” he said, taking a paper towel from Gina and 
swabbing his face. “Not my fight.”
 “I could pay you.”  
 Ted laughed, stood up, grabbed a couple of twenty-pound barbells and 
started curling. 
 “Nice try,” he said, and then glanced over at his girlfriend. “But I’ve got 
bigger fish on my plate.”
 If nothing else, Cliff Cunningham was true to his word. I was next. 
It happened one Thursday afternoon as I was leaving Stillman’s with a pack 
of hamburger rolls. He’d apparently tracked me with the skill of a Canadian 
woodsman, hid on the side of the superette, carefully leaned his bike against 
the cinder-blocked wall.  When he stepped out in front of me, he seemed to 
have grown at least another half-foot.
 “Hi,” I said, not knowing what else to say.
 “I hear you like to suck dick,” he said. He indicated the alley that led 
back toward the dumpster. “Let’s take a little honeymoon and see what you 
got.”
 “I have to get home,” I said.
 He pointed at the bag I carried. “Because you have groceries?”
  I nodded. 
 Cliff lurched forward, snapped the bag from my hand, and
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pitched it up onto Stillman’s flat roof. “No more groceries,” he said.
 I heard a voice from the side delivery entrance ask what was going 
on. It was Stillman himself, frail and balding, soiled apron and white paper 
hat.
 “Mind your own business,” Cliff said.
 “Maybe it’s my business to place a call to the authorities.” 
 Cliff curled his lip—somewhat impressively, I thought—then rode 
off, dignity intact. Stillman guided me back into his store, thanked me for 
feeding the pigeons on his roof, and gave me a fresh pack of hamburger 
buns. I didn’t realize I’d been crying until he handed me a napkin and told 
me to wipe my face. 
 On Friday, Cliff made the mistake that cost him. He’d come on 
our block early and—according to Mrs. Eckhardt’s version of events—
encountered Bernard waiting for a game of catch with Richie.
 Words were exchanged, and apparently Cliff agreed to play with 
Bernard until Richie came out. It started off simply enough, the two kids 
separating eight or ten feet, Bernard bouncing the ball to Cliff who bounced 
it back. The problem was that Cliff bounced it hard, maybe as hard as he 
could, and on the basketball’s upward rebound it caught Bernard flush 
on the face. His glasses went flying, his nose began to bleed, he started 
to howl. Cliff, aware that he had to clear out fast before adults became 
involved, jumped on his bike and peddled away.
 The next morning—a steamy Saturday following a heavy evening 
rain—Cliff Cunningham was found in the middle of our street, dead. He 
was splayed on his back, the right side of his head split open, his bike 
tipped over a good fifty feet in front of him. 
 Mrs. Becker telephoned an ambulance, called the police, and then, 
in uniform, secured the scene without letting traffic in or out. Like mice 
after dark, the neighbors began to pour from their houses, adults first, kids 
in their tracks.
 The police arrived shortly after, taped off the scene, asked 
questions. The temperature continued to climb, cops fanning themselves 
with clipboards, people using shirttails and sleeves to wipe perspiration. 
Eventually there were five squad cars with about a dozen officers milling 
around, asking questions.
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They seemed to take a special interest in Ted Acosta, gold satin gym shorts 
and flipflops, Gina dressed in a short kimono and clinging to his arm. 
 “Where were you exactly?” I heard one of the cops ask.
 “I guess I was like ten inches into Gina,” Ted said, to which his 
girlfriend giggled and added, “Bragger.”
 Mrs. Eckhardt told a newspaper reporter that she’d been out 
walking Trixie and witnessed it all. “He was flying,” she said. “Reared up 
on his back wheel, went ass over tea kettle, hit the ground like a pumpkin 
pushed out a window.”
 Cliff’s father showed up just before the ambulance, mammoth 
sweat stains under his arms, looking as if he was ready to smack anyone 
who even approached him. He exchanged a few words with the officer in 
charge, then got into the back of the ambulance with what was once his 
son. The Viper was loaded into the trunk of one of the squad cars, an officer 
snapped some photographs, and before long, they were gone. 
 A coroner’s report filed some time later concluded that the cause of 
death was “a concussion related injury that included blunt force trauma to 
the neck and head.”
 But in fact, it wasn’t an accidental fall that killed Cliff Cunningham, 
it was our miscalculation. Richie came up with the idea originally—he’d seen 
it in some movie about a motorcycle gang terrorizing a college campus—
and it was the two of us who strung one end of the fishing line to the tree 
in front of my house. Vince and Hal then attached the other end to the tree 
on the opposite side of the street. My dad estimated it to be chest height, 
but apparently he was about a foot off. All we wanted was a good spill. “A 
deterrent,” Mrs. Becker called it. A broken leg or a sprained ankle that—as 
Mr. Eckhardt said—would “put the trouble-maker out of commission for 
the rest of the summer.” “Show him we mean no harm,” my mother said, 
“but we’re no pushovers, either.”  
 Our street slowly turned back to normal by early evening. There 
wasn’t much dialogue exchanged among neighbors up until that point, 
everyone just sort of wandering around and shrugging their shoulders. 
 Mr. Longo, who along with his wife had cut and disposed of the 
fishing line before the police arrived, wheeled his Weber grill out onto 
his front lawn, filled it with charcoal, and fired it up. Somebody lowered 
the crime scene tape. Conversations started and soon a bottle of booze 
appeared, along with a washtub iced down and filled with cans of beer and 
soda. Chopped meat and chicken and sausages, potatoes and zucchini and 
corn. So much food that a second grill had to be called into action, and 
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then a third. Vince was himself again, flirting openly with Kathleen O’Shea. 
Richie and Bernard—his broken nose dramatically taped—bounced that 
ball back and forth, and Hal found a bag of marshmallows and some long 
wooden skewers.
 My dad even set up a couple of stereo speakers under the awning 
that covered our stoop landing. He put on Elvis first, then Johnny Cash. A 
light rain started—more of a mist, really—which energized us even more. 
It stayed light long that night, and I can still smell the smoke and hear 
the laughter. I remember how pretty Mrs. Becker looked, still in uniform, 
smiling, her hair drawn back in a bun. And I can envision that exact spot 
in the middle of the street where Ted Acosta and Gina danced, and other 
neighbors joined them, where the chalked outline of Cliff Cunningham 
was slowly being washed away.
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 While he was driving his rental around Florida, Lee Jessup—
visiting his uncle in Apalachicola—bought a quick-pick lottery ticket in 
Piggly Wiggly and won two million dollars. He decided to take his money 
in a lump sum, which came to slightly less than a million-and-a-half, and 
declared to anyone who listened that he’d just been reborn.
 Davy Cardoso and Lee had grown up together in Danbury and 
bowled on the same team, The Guttersnipes, in high school. Cardoso’s dad 
had been a professional handyman and as soon as the two boys were old 
enough, they worked summers. Cardoso learned how to hinge a door and 
hang sheetrock and skim a wall with joint compound. Jessup preferred 
less skilled labor: painting a ceiling, pressure washing a deck, digging a 
posthole for a mailbox. 
 They maintained contact the entire twenty years Cardoso was in 
the Army.
 The two reunited a year ago when Cardoso retired and moved 
back into the house he’d grown up in. Jessup’s parents were dead, but he 
remained in Danbury where he was deli manager at Food Farm, and rented 
a studio apartment in Nutmeg Estates.   
 “Well that’s it for the friendship,” Gilma Cardoso told her son after 
Jessup phoned with the news. “He’ll be too good for you.”
 “Not Lee,” Cardoso told his mother. “Lee will always be Lee.”   
   
 Cardoso was only thirty-nine when he decided he’d had enough of 
regimented life, that twenty years serving his country was enough, that 
he never wanted to bake chicken or mash potatoes or mix waffle batter 
for hordes of unappreciative military personnel again. He’d been married 
twice, once to an Army nurse who, two years in, announced she was going 
through “a gender pivot,” and a second time—this one lasting less time 
than the courtship that preceded it—to a civilian who admitted on their 
honeymoon, that she’d enjoyed sex with many GIs before him. “Maybe 
like a hundred,” she’d estimated, and Cardoso envisioned something 
resembling the line of basic trainees standing outside the chow hall at Fort 
Benning.  
 Now he was living with his mother and working as a cashier in the 
same supermarket as Jessup to supplement his government check. He took 
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over his dead father’s Ford pickup and was seriously thinking about getting 
a place of his own. He considered moving in with Jessup, but
paying even half rent was beyond his budget, and Jessup’s landlord would 
probably freak. 
 The day after he called, Jessup texted that he’d be coming home in 
a week, driving a new car. Figured I deserved a toy, he wrote. Dinner at 
Applebee’s and guess who’s lifting the check? He attached an emoji: a face 
with dollar signs for eyes and drool dripping from its mouth.
 You’re not going back to work? Cardoso texted back.
 Correct-a-mundo, Jessup answered. And neither are you. 
 The story was in the News-Times, the following day. Front page, 
below the fold. “Local Man Hits It Big in Fla.” And there was Lee, frozen in 
time, accepting a check the size of an ironing board. 
 The same day Jessup had boarded a plane destined for the 
Sunshine State, Cardoso met Molly McCracken at Kohl’s. He’d picked up 
some undershirts and spotted her in the women’s shoe section holding a 
pair of black flats at arm’s length as if she was taking a selfie. Molly was 
overweight, one-seventy on an average day, but her face was pretty. She 
looked to stand around six-foot, a good five inches taller than Cardoso. 
She had blonde hair with a few streaks dyed pink but looked reasonably 
well-scrubbed. Cardoso, no stranger to rejection, leaned toward women he 
considered a safe bet. I could maybe have a fling with that one, he thought, 
no strings. 
 He ambled over, stopped a foot-and-a-half from where she stood, 
and said, “Be careful. The shoes in this place tend to run small.”
 She looked at him, not quite sure. “You work here?”
 He shook his head. “But I know footwear,” he told her.
 “You suggestin’ I try ‘em on?”
 “I don’t think your boyfriend would like you walking around with 
squished toes.”
  Molly took a seat in one of the padded chairs and slipped off her 
flip-flops. “If only,” she said.
 “I like your accent,” Cardoso told her.
 “I grew up in Georgia,” Molly said without looking up. “What’s your 
excuse?”
 He laughed and she smiled up at him, and a second later Molly 
stood and gingerly walked a yard or two in the shoes.
 “Tight as a coat of paint,” she said. “Maybe I oughta go up a size 
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up.”
 Cardoso shrugged. “You’ll be the one wearing them.”
 Molly sat back down, repackaged the shoes, got up and walked to 
where the other boxes were stacked. Cardoso studied her from the back, 
then asked her if she had the time. 
 “To do what?” Molly teased.
 “You know what I mean.”
 She looked at her watch and told him it was closing in on five. 
Cardoso nodded and turned to go, then stopped as if the idea just occurred 
to him.
 “You feel like grabbing a bite?” he said.
 “I don’t know,” she said. “I’m kinda trying to lose some weight.”
 “Start tomorrow.”
     
 Cardoso was no more an expert on women than he was on women’s 
shoes, but he figured this one could help kill some time with maybe a little 
uncomplicated sex thrown in. He enjoyed her company, told her she had 
a good sense of humor during that initial fish and chips dinner, but Molly 
didn’t fully give in until their second date. It took an entire Saturday and a 
tour of the DiGrazia Winery before he was invited to her house. 
 “Just so you know,” Molly said, “I got a housemate who works 
nights.”  
 “Lead on,” Cardoso said.
 In Molly’s bedroom, they spread a white sheet on the carpeted 
floor, sat facing one another, and opened the bottle of Honey Blush they’d 
purchased during the tour. “Not exactly a French Bordeaux,” Cardoso said, 
although he could barely tell a good bottle of wine from a 2-liter bottle of 
Pepsi. They toasted with intertwined arms, and before they were halfway 
through their second glasses, they started to kiss and then tore at each 
other like a couple of raccoons on trash night.  
 Cardoso learned little about Molly other than that she worked at a 
coffee shop and that she’d been awarded an $18,000 cash settlement after 
taking a bad spill in an InstaLube waiting room. He made a crucial mistake 
that night in April, one he had made before, one which he seemed unable to 
control. Cardoso, in the throes of sex, usually seconds before completion, 
would tell his partner he loved her. Most knew this for exactly what it was, 
an over-stimulated man happy to be nearing completion, and most paid it 
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no more mind than a sneeze or a hiccup. But Molly took him seriously and 
afterward, as they perspired side-by-side and stared at the lamp-lit ceiling, 
she said, “Nobody’s ever said that to me.” This wasn’t the first time Cardoso 
recognized his mistake, but it was one of the few times anyone had ever 
called him on it.
 Cardoso never mentioned Molly to his mother who, ever since he 
could remember, seemed ancient. She seldom wore makeup, only bought 
clothes on clearance, enjoyed neither food nor music. Cardoso had been 
closer to his father, and when the man died after falling off a ladder while 
cleaning the roof gutters, there seemed little reason to return other than to 
hang with Jessup. 
 “Maybe you could do a little something for me,” Gilma said the 
next morning while Cardoso made her scrambled eggs and sausage.   
 “What would that be?”
 Gilma, who hated dirty dishes, set out a paper plate, a single paper 
napkin, and a plastic fork. “Maybe you could talk Lee Jessup into a little 
investment.”
 “What kind of investment?”
  She told Cardoso not to move, retreated into her bedroom, and 
came out with a folder that she spread open on the counter next to him.
 “Got this from the SCB. The Society of Cat Breeders. Guess how 
much money you can make by raising Siamese cats?” 
 “Are you serious?”
 “Like a third-degree burn,” she said.
 Cardoso walked to the table and forked the eggs from the pan onto 
the plate.
 “You don’t know the first thing about breeding cats.”
 “What’s to know?” Gilma said. “You put a male and a female 
together and step back.”
 “Forget it.” Cardoso speared a sausage and put it next to the eggs. 
“Maybe you could go to a bank. Put the house up.”
 “I’m not going to any bank,” Gilma said, “and I’m not putting the 
goddamn house up!”
 “Okay.”
 Cardoso poured himself some orange juice and sat at the table 
while Gilma hovered behind him.
 “I should have known,” she said.
 “Want me to pop in some toast?”
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 “You move into my house, you eat my food…”
 “Which I pay for.”
 “You use up the hot water…”
 “Ma…”
 “Forty-eight hours in labor which almost took my life and what do 
I get back?! Asking me if I want goddamn toast!” 
 “Just don’t start with the tears,” Cardoso said, but it was too late. 
He picked up his Styrofoam cup, stood and started toward his old room, 
then stopped and faced Gilma.  
 “Have you ever thought that maybe you weren’t meant to have 
kids?” he said.
 Molly called him the following morning, and then at around noon, 
and on her third try—with every intention of telling her to give him space—
he picked up.
 “Why don’t you come over and let me cook something for you?” she 
said.
 Cardoso made an excuse—he was on standby at Food Farm—but 
after he hung up, he thought about another night with Gilma and called 
Molly back.      
 On the way over, he picked up a twelve-pack of Heineken. He’d 
forgotten about the housemate who opened the door when he arrived.
 “Hi,” he said. “You must be Claudia.”
 “If I must be, I must be.”
 “I thought you work nights.”
 “Not every night.”
 She stepped aside and said Molly would be right with him. The 
kitchen smelled like chicken and baked potatoes, which he later found 
out it was, and there was a covered pot simmering on the stove. Cardoso 
ignored the temptation to raise the lid and give whatever-it-was a stir, and 
instead walked to the refrigerator, opened the door and started loading the 
Heineken in.
 “Would you like one of these?” he asked.
 “I don’t drink,” Claudia said.
 “Maybe that’s your problem.”
 Cardoso laughed and Claudia stared at him as if he just made a 
joke about cancer. She disappeared into the living room, and after all the 
beer was put away—minus one he opened for himself—Cardoso stood for a 
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while unsure what to do. He walked into the living room, took note of the 
ironing board, the plastic laundry basket, and Claudia who paired socks 
and avoided looking his way.
 “Mind if I just wait here?”
 Before she could answer, Molly came out of her bedroom, walked 
straight up to Cardoso and placed a kiss across his lips. She was wearing a 
black skirt and a gray blouse, more formal than he’d expected. “Claudia’s 
gonna be busy in the kitchen,” she said. “I’m all set up in here.”
 Relieved, Cardoso followed her into the bedroom and closed the 
door behind them. “No offense,” he said, “but your friend’s a bit brutal.”
 “Recently divorced,” Molly whispered. “She’s kinda lost faith in 
men.”
 “I don’t imagine they’re too upset.”
 Molly shushed him with an index over his lips, then removed it and 
kissed him again. 
 Cardoso noticed that Molly had pushed her single bed against one 
wall, set up a card table, and covered it with a white sheet. He wondered 
if it was the same one they’d frolicked on. Two places were set with floral-
designed plates, wine glasses, flatware arranged on magenta-colored 
napkins, a small vase with flowers in the center. By one of the plates there 
was a gift-wrapped box the size of a pack of cigarettes.
 “I know you’re supposed to drink white wine with chicken,” Molly 
said as she retrieved a bottle from her nightstand and twisted off the cap. 
“Hope this is okay.” 
 “I’ve always said drink the wine, don’t let the wine drink you,” 
Cardoso said. He pulled a folding chair up to the table as she filled his 
glass.
 “Unwrap your present.”
 He told her she needn’t have, but he tore in anyway and discovered 
a gold-colored watch in a plastic display box. It had an expansion band and 
a slightly discolored crystal.  
 Molly took the seat across from him.
 “That belonged to my daddy.”  
 “Why you giving it to me?”
 Molly shrugged. “I just think it’s important that a man knows what 
time it is.”
 They finished the meal, Molly shuttling back and forth to the kitchen 
while Cardoso stayed where he was. He could pick up little exchanges 
between the two women, not quite heated, not quite clear enough to be 
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understood. After the dishes were cleared, Cardoso helped by folding up 
the table and pushing the bed back to its original position. When Molly 
returned, he was naked, except for his new watch, under the sheets and 
grinning. 
 When the time came, though he had promised himself he wouldn’t, 
he bellowed out his love so loud that he could hear Claudia, somewhere else 
in the house, say, “Oh for god sakes.” 
 “I told you!” Molly called back without even unwrapping her legs 
from around him.
 Lee Jessup came rolling in on a damp Saturday morning, and 
his first stop, even before going to his own place, was Cardoso’s. It was a 
quarter to five, and Cardoso was out cold, but Jessup got him up the same 
way he did since grade school. Cardoso slept in the downstairs bedroom, 
his only window elevated six feet above ground level, and Jessup was able 
to rap on the glass without waking another soul. He’d parked out by the 
curb, engine still running, lights still on.
 “What the hell is that?” Cardoso said wearing boxers and a t-shirt, 
half-hanging out his window. 
 “Cadillac Escalade,” Jessup grinned. “My new ride.”
 “Ho. Lee. Shit.”
 “Come on out. Let’s play.”
 “Can’t. I got to be at work by seven-thirty.”
 “Bullshit. We got money now.”
 From upstairs Gilma called her son’s name.
 “It’s all right, Ma! Go back to sleep!” To Lee, he said, “I’ll call you 
later.” Jessup nodded, but before Cardoso lowered the window he said, 
“Hey, man. I’m happy for you.”
 Jessup gave the thumbs-up. “Tell Tomassini to fuck himself,” he 
said, and then he was up the driveway and climbing behind the wheel of a 
vehicle Cardoso had sleepily mistaken for a bus. 
 A half-hour before Food Farm’s doors slid open, Cardoso was 
scrubbing out the men’s room while Tomassini, his twenty-five-year-old 
supervisor, leaned against one of the sinks and studied his phone. 
 “I see your faggot friend got lucky,” Tomassini said. “You know if 
he’s coming back?”
 “Would you?” Cardoso asked.
 “Well I would, yeah. Because I’m the kind of person who believes 
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that once you make a commitment, you live up to it.”
 “Different strokes,” Cardoso said.
 Tomassini faced the mirror, rested his phone on the edge of the 
sink, and leaned forward to work on a pimple. “He’ll be missed about as 
much as a turd in the kitchen sink,” he said.
 Three hours later, after the morning rush,  Cardoso was sent 
outside to gather shopping carts. Maybe it was the fact that his mind was 
on dinner with Lee, or maybe he was remembering how much he enjoyed 
it when Molly—big as she was—gently maneuvered herself so her naked 
body covered his. Regardless, his lack of attention caused him to steer the 
half-dozen carts too close to a parked Lexus, the resulting scratch causing 
the driver to spring from her car and raise holy hell.
 “Guess who’s paying damages?” Tomassini told him a few minutes 
later in the back office. “Give you a hint, soldier boy. It’s you.”
 Cardoso fought back the urge to spring at the man, to grab him by 
his sports jacket and bang his head repeatedly against the wall. Instead, he 
pulled his orange safety vest over his head and dropped it on Tomassini’s 
desk.
 “Take it out of my check and send me a bill for the difference,” 
Cardoso said.  
 They met at Applebee’s that night and as soon as they were seated, 
Jessup told Cardoso to order anything he wanted. “Get an appetizer,” he 
insisted. “Get the boneless wings.”
 “How’s it feel to be a millionaire, man?”
 Jessup leaned across the table and grinned. “The thighs of the 
world just swung open.”  
 They fist-bumped and Jessup asked Cardoso what was going on in 
his life “aside from Witch Gilma.”
 “I met this woman I been seeing.”
 “I know her?”
 Cardoso shook his head. “She’s from down south.”
 “Any benefits yet?”
 Cardoso smiled shyly and shrugged. “A benefit or two.”
 They fist bumped a second time just as the waitress, a leggy blond 
who introduced herself as Starly, arrived with menus.
 “Something to drink?” she asked. Cardoso asked for a Blue Moon 
draft, and Jessup was ordering the same when Starly stopped and stared 
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at him.
 “Wait,” she said. “Aren’t you that guy from the paper? The lotto 
winner?” 
 “Guilty as charged,” Jessup said.
 “Wow. This is an honor.”
 Jessup told her the honor was all his, then he finished giving his 
drink order.
 “Can I say something?” Starly said. “You look a lot more sexier in 
real life.”
 “Case in point,” Jessup said once Starly left. “A couple of weeks ago 
that little piece of tail wouldn’t have pissed on me if my head was on fire.”
 “I quit work today,” Cardoso said.  
  “Well look at you,” Jessup said. “A man who finally grew a pair.”
 “I guess.”
 “Not to worry, bro. I told you. Everything’s in the works. All it’s 
going to take is the right business opportunity.”
 In seconds, Starly returned with a frosted mug of beer which she 
placed in front of Lee. 
 “Would you like to order,” she said, “or do you need another 
minute?”
 “What I need,” Jessup said, “is a second beer for my boy here.”
 “Sorry,” Starly said, her smile melting as she looked over at Cardoso 
and quickly left the table.
 An hour later, after two orders of Double-Glazed Baby-Back Ribs 
and Butter Pecan Blondies for dessert, they left. Jessup had Starly’s number, 
and Cardoso had a slight glimmer of hope for his future.   
 At 8:30 the following morning, Cardoso’s bedroom door eased 
open and Gilma stuck her head inside. Cardoso, propped up against the 
headboard, was watching Muppet Babies on the 13-inch TV set on top of 
his dresser.
 “Don’t you got work this morning?” she asked.
 “I’m not going.”
 “You sick?”
 “Sick of working, yeah.”
 “You mention my cat business to Lee Jessup yet?”
 “Take a wild guess.” 
 Gilma hadn’t seen her son’s disrespect this pointed in some time, 
so she said, “If you think you’re going to sit in bed all day and rub your ass 
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against clean sheets, guess again.”
 Cardoso’s cellphone chirped and he reached over to his nightstand 
and grabbed it.
 “Do me a favor,” he said to Gilma. “Pull the door closed from the 
other side.” 
 The call was from Lee Jessup announcing what he called “the first 
board meeting of LJ Enterprises.” 
 “We convene at seven o’clock tonight at my place. Pizza and 
beverages provided. Starly’s dropping by, so why don’t you bring that 
woman you were telling me about.” 
 “I don’t know, man.”
 “I promise not to steal her,” Jessup said. 
 Money may have changed Lee Jessup, but where he lived remained 
the same. His tiny apartment was barely furnished, its walls blank, its 
floors covered with the same industrial carpeting that ran the length of the 
outer hallways. His furniture included an outdoor patio set—two padded 
chairs and a matching chaise lounge—a large screen television mounted 
crookedly on the wall, and a coffee table Jessup had made himself in high 
school woodshop and gotten a C on.
 The four of them sat in mismatched chairs around the Formica 
table in the kitchenette. Dominos had just delivered two large pies, and 
Jessup was opening the second of three bottles of mid-priced champagne. 
Neither of the men had dressed up for the occasion, but Starly wore a 
plunging V-neck sweater along with high heels and a short leather skirt 
that Cardoso was sure would flash panties if she bent over. Molly was in the 
same black skirt and grey blouse he’d seen days before, and he thought he 
could detect dried perspiration stains under her armpits. 
 “We’re here to celebrate the future,” Jessup said as slices were slid 
onto white plastic plates. “That and the liberation of my closest amigo, 
Davy Cardoso.”
 Four champagne glasses, all with price stickers still stuck to the 
bottoms of their bases, were raised. 
 “Today LJ Enterprises launched the first ship in its fleet. A real 
estate venture that I’m pleased to announce will be under the guidance of 
this man right over here.”
 All eyes shifted toward Cardoso.
 “Anybody know the old Cross place over in Sims Chapel? The one 
on Creamery Road?” 
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 “You mean Murder House?” Starly said.
 “Well guess who put a down payment on it today?”
 “You?” Cardoso asked.
 “Correct-a-mundo. What is now a tumbled-down shitbox will 
soon become, under the expert guidance of my new property manager Mr. 
Cardoso, a luxury building site fit for royalty.”
 There was silence, then Starly repeated her question, “Murder 
House?”
 “Is there any grated cheese?” Molly asked.
 Jessup got up and reached for the refrigerator door, but his 
attention was on Cardoso.
 “I don’t expect you to totally turn the place around, not by yourself, 
but I’ll be damned if I know anybody better with an electrical outlet and a 
set of power tools.”
 “I don’t know, man.”
 Jessup put a green foil cylinder of parmesan on the table and sat 
back down.
 “It’s not just construction work,” Jessup said. “I want you to live 
there, rent free, until we can flip the place.”
 Cardoso was picturing a life without Gilma. “I guess I could give it 
a run,” he said.
 “Settled,” Jessup said. “Drink up, everybody. Molly, grab yourself 
another piece of pizza.”
 “I think I’m good,” Molly said.
 “What’s the matter?” Jessup said. “Afraid you’ll get fat?”
 This made Starly crack up to the point where she sprayed champagne 
from her mouth, and that sight made Jessup hoot as well. Perhaps it was 
just the relief of finally seeing the possibility of escape, but whatever it was, 
Cardoso added his own laughter while Molly’s face turned a shade of pink 
that matched the streaks in her hair.
 An hour later in the living room, with Starly wrapped around 
Jessup like a Christmas scarf, Molly said it was time to go.
 “Let me have a word with my bro out in the hallway,” Jessup said.
 Molly went out to Cardoso’s truck after a curt “goodnight,” while 
Starly cleared the mess inside. By the mailboxes in the lobby, Jessup asked 
if it was all a joke. 
 “What do you mean?”
 “Your date.”
 “What’s wrong with her?”
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 “She’s got money.” 
 “Davy, hear me. I get up in the morning and I shit money.”
 Cardoso stretched his arm so that his wrist was inches from 
Jessup’s face.
 “She gives me things, man.”
 “That’s a Timex, bud. Buy a set of tires and they give you one free.” 
Jessup lowered his voice. “Do this. Drop off fat stuff, then come back. 
Starly has this friend. Teri. I’ve seen her. The girl could suck a peanut out 
of a Coke bottle.” 
     
 “Your friend’s got enough wind to blow up a burlap bag,” Molly said 
in the truck as they pulled out.
 “You mad about something?”
 “You coulda defended me.”  
 “Defended you from what?” Cardoso asked. “We were having a 
good time.”
 When they arrived at the house, Cardoso could see that Claudia 
was at home, her bedroom light lit and her Chevy in the carport. 
 “I should get back,” he said. “My old lady’s been having these 
headaches.”
 “Without even seeing me safely inside?”  
 Cardoso huffed and got out of the truck, and Molly joined him on 
the walkway.
 “Give me the key,” he said.
 Once they were safely inside, Molly told him the least he could 
provide before heading out was a goodnight kiss. He did and when their 
lips joined, Molly let her left hand curl around the back of his head and 
ruffle his hair the way he liked. Cardoso felt a warmth begin to spread 
through his loins and he started to pull her closer when Molly, her right 
palm against his chest, eased him off and told him not to forget his mother’s 
dire health. 
 Teri was brunette and busty and totally disinterested in Cardoso. 
The four of them went out for drinks at The Cornerstone, Jessup and Starly 
slow dancing regardless of the music, Cardoso and Teri sitting at a small, 
circular table and looking around in opposite directions. When it was over, 
Cardoso drove her home with the woman pretending to be asleep the entire 
way. In the driveway of her parents’ house, she quickly came awake, told 
Cardoso it was nice meeting him, and sprung from the truck as if she’d just 
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stolen his wallet.
 He called Molly the second he was back in his truck, and instead of 
a greeting, she said, “You lied to me.” He asked what she was talking about. 
“I’ll tell you what I’m talking about,” she said. “I’m talking about after you 
dumped me off, Claudia talked me into going out for frozen yogurt. We 
spotted that sorry-ass truck of yours parked outside The Cornerstone.”
 “I was conducting business,” Cardoso told her.
 “Lemme ask you something,” Molly said. “If I was to come over 
there right now and punch you in the face would you still wanna see me? 
Because that’s what you did when you lied to me.”
 “I think you’re making something out of nothing.”
 “Listen up,” Molly said. “Don’t call until you’re willing to offer me a 
sincere apology and swear to never do nothing like that again.”
 “I don’t apologize,” Cardoso said.
 “Then don’t call.”
 At dawn, Jessup pulled the Escalade into the broken, weed-covered 
driveway on Creamery Road, and Cardoso, sleepy and unsure, climbed out. 
The house was as bad as he expected, a victim of neglect, abuse, too much 
rain and too little sunlight. The inside stunk: urine and decaying garbage, 
mold and mouse shit.
 “All it needs is a little TLC,” Jessup said as they followed the 
flashlight’s beam through the upstairs hall.
 “We could give it a go, I suppose.”
 “We?”
 Jessup explained that as CEO of the company, he’d be exploring 
more possible acquisitions for LJ Enterprises. “Besides,” he said. “You’re 
the man with the skills. I can’t even swing a hammer straight.”
 They pressed on, broken glass crunching underfoot, wallpaper 
peeled and scrolling on the floor, the declaration that BRUCE EATS SHIT 
written in neon orange across the living room wall. A toilet bowl and sink 
had been smashed to bits, a bathtub totally removed. Carpets had been 
torn from tack strips, window frames were dry rotted, drapes had been 
pulled down and pissed on.
 Before the day was out, Cardoso had bought a case of plastic garbage 
bags, an inflatable mattress, a push broom, and a set of sheets. He called to 
arrange a dumpster to be delivered the next morning and reminded Jessup 
to have electric and water restored. Back at Gilma’s place he picked up his 
tools, a blanket, a battery-powered lantern, and an old 
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wind-up alarm clock. While he put together a couple of sandwiches, Gilma, 
teary-eyed in the kitchen doorway, accused him of desertion. 
 He cleaned an upstairs bedroom as well as he could and tried to 
get some sleep. Both of the two windows had been closed off with plywood 
from the outside, so there was no fresh air, no moonlight. He wished he’d 
remembered a radio, music or news to cover the sounds of little teeth 
gnawing, tiny legs scurrying. 
 He tried not to think about Molly, but in fact, she was all he could 
think about.
 The following Sunday morning, somebody banged on the front 
door and when Cardoso opened it, he saw a tall, short-haired kid standing 
on the porch.
 “You need help fixing this place up?” the kid asked. 
 “How old are you?” Cardoso asked.
 “Seventeen.”
 “Ever done this kind of work?”
 The kid shook his head.
 “Ten bucks an hour?”
 The kid nodded. 
 “Okay, man,” Cardoso said. He handed the kid the push broom and 
a bunch of plastic garbage bags. “Go room-to-room,” he instructed. “Do 
what you can. I’ll try and get you some light in there.”
 It was cloudless and just the least bit chilly, and Cardoso figured 
this was a good opportunity to take down the plywood nailed over the 
windows. He couldn’t see clearly into the future, but if he could have, 
he’d have known that his efforts would prove insignificant. Within a year, 
as finances dwindled, Lee Jessup would tire of this project and take his 
remaining money back to Florida. Cardoso, seeing no viable options other 
than moving back with Gilma, would reenlist in the Army, the thought of 
gigantic cans of tomato juice and freezer trucks filled with chicken parts 
and pallets of packaged white bread, not quite so repulsive anymore. 
 It would even occur to him sometime years later that working for 
Jessup hadn’t been his biggest mistake. That had been not getting into his 
truck, driving over, telling Molly he loved her, that if she wanted to lose 
weight he’d be right there with her, but if she didn’t, that was okay too. 
 But on this day, with a May breeze blowing outside, Davy Cardoso 
picked up a pry bar, walked to a downstairs window, and tried as hard as 
he could to let sunshine into a house where there hadn’t been any for years.
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RICHARD SCHIFFMAN
p o e t r y
I hereby announce, publish and declare
that I will not, I say not from here on out consent
to be the dumb punching bag
of my own moon-mad mutant mind.
Nor the innocent (nor otherwise)
victim of vicissitudes,
nor the crowned chump of circumstance,
nor the whirling dervish
of whim and whimsies. 
I will not, repeat not (either now,
nor in the nonexistent future)
be anything or anybody
that you think I am, that you wish I were,
that I wish I were. That I ought to be. No, not me.
Nobody’s patsy. Nobody’s fool.
Not God, not man, not beast.
Not even myself (whoever that might be).
All that is water under the bridge.
It’s chaff flown from the wheat.
But whatever glinting stone remains – of mystery –
after the chickens have gone home to roost,
after the deluge, after the stock market crashes.
Whatsoever ineluctable presence persists,
when that house of cards— in which
somebody (who called himself
myself) once lived, once died— collapses
feel free to call that either me or you or us or them.
Whatever. We’ll meet in that field.
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It called for a celebration— 
               or mourning, depending 
on where you stand 
             under the collapsing 
             light of the streetlamp. 
The daybreak came sudden and to say 
it was a surprise— 
              a lie, a make-believe that the night 
will last despite the omens at dusk: 
             the presence of murder 
              of crows in flyover, 
             the absence of notes 
              sparrows make 
when perched on the wires of the posts 
 along the road creating a secret sonata 
& so secretly, I expected not 
my white dove to come back 
            with a stalk of rice 
            or an olive branch 
            You             burned my wings 
            I              collected the ashes 
            Is that completion enough in itself? 
The cycle proceeds & I refused to stop— _
resolved to control only those at grasp: 
the fire in the glass, 
   the sunrise in the shots.
TEQUILA SUNRISE
K.A. RAMIL
p o e t r y
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Jamming Fender Jaguars in a cinderblock
Garage on Pepperhill Court where Victor’s black
Labrador barks at the cue ball moonrock
Knocked-off the Earth’s felt. Fatback
Bacon grease solidified in a skillet crater
Until I’d scour it onto the elephant ears
Listening outside. In the overdosing sundowns,
We’d scream for nobody, chug Drop D
Chords on a cherrywood axe, lollygag
On bottom-shelf Winstons—I think our first
Name was ‘Oatmeal Mush’. The Shark
House in Tallahassee was a moshpit in a hotbox
Where gumdrop spice-punks tongued paper-thin
Smiley-face strips that tasted like gasoline.
One girl’s septum ripped-out when ‘Chewbacca Yawp’
Dropped into breakdown—Stratocasters thrashed
Like ivy burning in a witch’s vineyard. Mornings after shows,
I’d drive to get a dozen honey-butter-chicken-biscuits.
Matthew’d snore a chainsaw splitting a pin oak
Until Falcons kickoff—my brainpan was on low heat
All day like a pot of spaghetti sauce. Enjoy this little
Rain barrel I’ve been milling near all day, leg propped
On the porch banister, nursing a swollen kneecap
With an Igloo ice pack—the freezer water dripping
What the shadow dog humbles over to lick.
BENEATH THE LEMON TREE
FORREST RAPIER
p o e t r y
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p h o t o g r a p h y
TESS ROSENBERG
HANG
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TESS ROSENBERG
TREAD
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p h o t o g r a p h y
TESS ROSENBERG
SUSPEND
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TESS ROSENBERG
LIVING ROOM
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She will never be a legendary ghost
Ship haunting the Alaska horizon,
Or mythic grasslands where Bonnaroo
 
Wanderers search for vegan wraps & The Who
Stage. By pure will, by the skin of her teeth,
She survived cancer twice while I was laying
 
Backwards in Tennesseean fields listening to
Dead & Co. jam. Her battlefield lungs
Torn-to-rubble by Big Tobacco,
 
Workplace asbestos & blitzkrieg chemotherapy
—I was her peacemaker with sandy legs,
Trying to splash-wash the beach-brine
 
From my feet with one ankle in the sink
While she slept through re-runs of Card
Sharks. Costume pearls clambored
 
Out of the wooden jewelry box I painted at Camp
Immokalee. The word is much like the land:
Translated from Calusa to Seminole to asphalt
 
To sheet metal billboard to mean ‘my home’.
Land of imprisoned orca, brackish haven
Where manatees breed—land by sea.
 
Land of respirators pearling the hours.
Haven of coquina apartments where Venus
Fly Traps feast beneath a thriving acid-sun.
 
FIREWHEEL AND BRACKISH 
HAVEN TRIBUTE
FORREST RAPIER
p o e t r y
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She may be the eighteen-foot alligator hiss
Conjured from its primordial throat. If
I see her again, she may be a field of wild
 
Firewheel twined with castilleja & weeds.
I am the last word written by her blood.
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o i l  o n  c a n v a s
DAN FERGUSON
INTO SPACE
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o i l  o n  p a n e l
DAN FERGUSON
SUBWAY SHOWER
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o i l  o n  p a n e l
DAN FERGUSON
DION
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RACE, ETHNICITY, AND MY 
FACE
TERRA TREVOR
n o n f i c t i o n
 As a woman of Cherokee, Lenape, Seneca, and German ancestry, 
I came of age understanding that I'm not totally white nor am I totally 
Native. I'm a border woman dwelling between the boundaries. 
 I have light skin, light enough that some people think I’m totally 
white. My dad, a Native man, and my mother, a white woman, had me 
when they were teenagers. We lived in a mixed-race community in Los 
Angeles for most of my life throughout the 1950s and 60s.  The family next 
door was Bolivian, and they loved me like a daughter. My best friend was 
Japanese and Mexican. Still, when I was 10 years-old, my dad sat me down 
to have a talk with me about race. He taught me how to navigate the streets, 
how to stay safe. He wanted to make sure I understood that in order to be 
accepted by certain white people, it mattered who your friends were. 
 By that point, however, I already knew. 
 I had discovered that when I went to play at the houses of my white 
friends after school I needed to be aware of how I was holding myself 
at all times. I learned to stay alert and watch for clues: sometimes there 
might be an older brother who pulled his eyes in an upward slant and said 
something mean about Chinese people or a father that casually spouted 
racial slurs at people of color. Sometimes I’d make up stories when asked 
about my darker skinned, mixed-race family in order to protect them. But 
if the mothers of my white friends didn’t feel satisfied with my answers, I 
wouldn’t be allowed to stay at their houses for long.  
 Things would play out differently in the homes of my friends of 
color. I would feel welcomed as their mothers took me in without hesitation. 
And if there was a grandmother there who spoke English with an accent, 
or didn’t speak English at all, I could usually be certain they wouldn’t ask 
me if my daddy had a job. In their homes, I felt safe.
 As a child I had things all figured out, but when I reached my late 
teens and early twenties things became more complicated. Hanging out 
with my friends of color meant witnessing them get treated poorly or face 
multiple instances of discrimination by white people. Being out with my 
white friends, however, meant that we could expect to be given preferential 
treatment no matter where we went. When I began dating and went out
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with Native boys or other boys of color in my community, I was considered 
“white trash” by white America. In some instances I could even expect to 
have a white man point to my date and ask me what I thought I was doing 
being with the likes of someone like him. But when I dated the first guy that 
was white, I was allowed to be white by association and had access to the 
privileges of white America accordingly. In stores or restaurants, we were 
always served or seated first, before people of color. When we acted up or 
got into mischief in public, it was laughed off rather than assumed that we 
were up to no good like it had been for other teens of color. 
 My early adulthood was charged with decisions to make: Should 
I mention my Native identity to people? Should I let white people I don’t 
know well and may not ever want to know assume I’m white? Keep my 
racial identity private from employers who may discriminate against me if 
they knew I’m a mixed blood Native American woman? With dark skinned 
family members and dark skin friends? With strong ties to Native America 
and rooted within a community of color? 
 Then, at age twenty-three, I suddenly found myself employed full-
time in a company that was predominantly white. So white that my intuition 
told me if my boss had known I was anything other than white, I would 
have probably not been hired. My white co-workers seemed to only accept 
people of color who adhered to white social norms and didn’t challenge 
their biases. They could not accept how vastly different the culture values, 
thought processes, and social norms of ethnic people were from white 
America. Following my experiences working there, I began to take “racial 
temperature checks” from the moment I’d interview at any new job moving 
forward. I needed to ensure that people of color who looked like my friends 
and family were always welcomed. And I’d proudly list all the positions I’ve 
held within American Indian and Asian-American organizations on my 
resume.
 Later on in my life, I married a man who was white, and we had a 
daughter together, before adopting two Korean children. Our newly adopted 
children had much more apparent ethnic features than my husband, 
daughter, and I. Their hair black and their skin darker—sometimes people 
mistakenly assumed them to be Native American. I knew that blending 
into white society would never be an option for them. So it was always 
a toss on whether they would be able to ride on the wings of my white 
privilege or be subject to the racism that ruled America when they were 
out on their own. In turn, I did my best to connect them with their Korean 
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roots by becoming involved with the Korean community which we lived 
near. For thirty years, my heart and soul has been shaped by my connection 
to this community which I am grateful to be a part of.
 I wear the face of a woman with light skin privilege. While keenly 
aware of the advantage it has given me over my friends and family who are 
not able to pass, I always make the decision to disclose my Native identity 
to anyone who asks. I never try to pass. Passing would mean turning my 
back on my Native family, friends, and community. Now, as I near age 
seventy, my gray hair and wrinkled face reveal the many years I have lived. 
Yet, what has not changed is what most cannot see: I am still a border 
woman. Borders are set up to define or to separate, but I am neither part 
white, nor part Native. My blood is a mix between two worlds, Native and 
white merging together to form a third: a woman dwelling between the 
boundaries. 
A border woman—that is me.
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After Catherine Barnett





Am I a passive character?
They say characters should do
not have things done to them.
However: my people—our histories,
our circumstances—so often forced upon us.
Recover, react, rise—
Why is this passive?
It seems the do and the done
are all tied up in one.
A White man named Aristotle
decided on dramatic structure,
So it was written, so it would be—
Except, I cannot
“Pretend to be a white man.”
His structure is not mine and I don’t want it.
What if my want is bigger (than any father or son)
because I have held it longer?
Of the mothers, aunts, and daughters
who are part of me, though I cannot see them.
I have their hands, or eyes, or ears, though
no photographic evidence proves this, or otherwise.
What are their names? Even maiden means a man’s name,
so how can I ever catch up?
CHRISTINA QUINTANA (CQ)
MAIDEN VOYAGE
p o e t r y
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Why do I keep coming back to the well? 
Did baby Jessica become a poet? 
Did Lassie scratch dog-poems into the dirt? 
Do sensitive boys write verses on gum wrappers, 
tuck them into their back pockets? 
Does truth float back up in blank verse? 
What do I think I’m going to find down there? 
 Stacks of pennies? 
 A skeleton? 
 Gold rings? 
 My own voice, 
 echoing up out of the darkness? 
DEANNA BARINGER
ARS POETICA NO. 1
p o e t r y
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o i l  o n  p l y w o o d
GORDON SKALLEBERG
GUNNY AND HER LITTLE FRIEND
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GORDON SKALLEBERG
ISOLATION
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Let’s play a round of limbo
and see how! low! can! you! go!
Let’s see if there’s ever an enough,
an end, an “exit strategy” or
an epiphany—
let’s see if there’s ever 
an egg that isn’t rotten.
Let’s take a look at the process: 
the first draft in the mirror,
the second that slaps and bites and grabs—
revisions, then, cross those out
circle these, write in the margins
do, do not, and
(this is where the magic happens)
the final, falling action, 
a tree at the bottom to crash into—
and silence.
Let’s say there is no signal at the intersection,
no way to stop anyway;
let’s say the best way to do it
is to close your eyes
and hope for the best.
DEANNA BARINGER
THE PROCESS
p o e t r y
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AN ODE TO THE PROPRIETOR 
OF THE EASTERN GREAT 
LAKES WINDOW WASHING 
COMPANY
for Jon Gueli
There is a swath of green beyond the window
And a ceramic tiger that appears to slouch in reflection
                                                                        Or preen, or crouch
                                                                        Before pouncing
The way some images belie the substance 
That composes everything
                                                                        Or underpins it or
                                                                        Slackens it
Call that substance what you will: 
Quark or dark matter; 
                                                                        Carbon, basketball, 
                                                                        Or atom.
I have my theories and suspicions.
I remember being a face in a polaroid pale as an X-rayed bone.
We were watching the Pistons close out the Lakers in 2004
In some shithole bar on the border of Dearborn and Detroit. 
 
That was a decade-and-a-half ago. Now my brother-in-law 
Owns a window washing business that’s hell 
On his back. He’d be unhappy with this view
 
Spackled with bird shit, pollen and dead bugs, 
Which makes it mid-June,
Which means somewhere Chauncey Billups is dragging
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Shaquille O’Neal through high screen-and-rolls and hitting
Fifteen footers on automatic. The game has changed
Since then. Back then you had to tire the big man out 
 
Like prayers. But formal innovations 
In basketball don’t last the way they do
In poems. Now there are no big men, just short run-
And-gun stanzas. I remember that June.
She was sobbing in a tulle gown, the tamarack had grown 
Too close to the roof, dropping needles on it.
My brother-in-law can’t praise enough how
A trace of copper repels the snot-green shingle rot
That crusts to roofs and windows.
Tomorrow, he will work with suds in the sun while I sleep,
Draping a cloth over a metal extension 
To soap the second-story panes on a residential job.
If vocation is all we have of meaning, dispassionate absurdity 
Is earned, and I am only tangentially alive. I could clean 
This window and end up killing several birds over 
The course of several days. It’s not the southwest wind 
That makes a ladder or a tamarack sway.
It’s not the job of poems to be windows.
CAL FREEMAN
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May 15, 1950
He had it. Fats Navarro, 
the bebop-trumpet virtuoso.    
 
His altered chords 
were more eloquent than Dizzy,         
his lavish-tone spread
through all ranges of his horn
out of nowhere.                        
 
More straight-ahead trumpet,
master of subtle, dynamic-shading.
 
A horn-man with power and range,




On stage with the Charlie Parker Quintet 
live at the bop-joint, Birdland.
 
Taking his solo,
cigarette in his left-hand,
on “The Street Beat,” 
in the furious tempo of bebop-jazz 
with poised-exuberance. 
 
He had it, that night.
 
They first went out 
with Snookum Russell’s ‘territorial’ band,
where Ray Brown paid his due.
 
Bird and Fats together, with
Bud Powell, Art Blakey and Curley Russell,
one-night, one last recording.
STEPHEN BARILE
ONE NIGHT AT BIRDLAND
p o e t r y
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Bird found kindness enough 
to put him on the Monday-night gig,




second-only to Dizzy on bebop-trumpet.
 
Fats played his book, 
he was anybody’s first-chair trumpet.
 
Bird heard just six-weeks later
Fats died on Welfare Island, 
at the age of 26.
Buried in unmarked-grave No. 414, 
Rose-Hill Cemetery, Linden, New Jersey.
Andy Kirk, the sax-man,
paid for the funeral.
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I was chatting with Death the other day, 
shooting the breeze in a whatever-happened-
to-what’s-his-name conversation, 
 
when he startled me with a shocking confession.
Bursting into tears, he wailed he feels worthless, 
wracked by self-loathing. 
 
I was taken aback. I didn’t think we were close 
enough for that kind of sharing. Awkward.
Ever agile, I played the puffer:
 
You are the tortilla, I said, of the whole enchilada, 
the arrow shot through love’s heart. 
But I don’t think he bought my bonhomie.  
 
As my proffered garlands wilted, seized by unease, 
I broke things off with a wave, 
a crack at a smile, all the best, etcetera, 
 
and walked briskly away, 
feeling hollow eyes 
following me, wondering 
what in the world to do 
with this frightening new intimacy.
MICHAEL WATERSON
COLLOQUY WITH DEATH
p o e t r y
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LAST RITES
f i c t i o n
PAUL KENNEBECK
 He was lying on his back on the couch, the pain in his chest 
prohibiting movement. 
 “I love you,” he said.
 He was afraid. She could see that.
 “Whatever happens—”
 “Nothing’s going to happen,” she said.
 His eyes were closed.
 “The ambulance will be here in a minute.”
 “The EMTs?”
 Always been that way. Picky. This was not a time to be hating him. 
 “If something happens —”
 “They’re coming.” Her hand squeezed the feverish flesh on his arm.
 “Forget whatever they find. Remember me as you knew me.”
 “Find?” 
 “I love you.”
 “Find what?”
 He turned his head from her. 
 Find? Texts from a lover? Money missing from somewhere? 
 She endeavored to control her voice. “Honey. We love you.” 
 On the couch, his body cramped, one leg began to twitch. “If 
something happens —”
 No, she thought — a thought that appeared abruptly in her 
consciousness. No. He can’t say that. A cop out. What does it mean except 
that something is going to happen? “Nothing’s going to happen,” she 
whispered. 
 His glazed eyes focused on her.
 Guns? Laundered money?
 A spasm flicked through his upper body. Frightened, wanting to 
provide relief she could not bestow, she placed the palm of her hand on his 
forehead. A fever from hell. His flesh grey and wet, his body bent on the 
couch where he had maneuvered himself and cried out for her.
 “I hear the siren,” she said. She heard nothing.
 “The fuckin’ pain.”
 “We can pray.”
 Neither of them ever prayed. There had never been any need. You 
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pray when you want good health but they had always had good health. Of 
course you always pray that someone won’t die. Everybody does that.
 He attended Holy Sepulcher off and on. The theology of gutter balls 
and putting. He was captain of the parish bowling team, never missed a 
Holy Name Society golf outing. Probably prayed a putt would drop. 
 She felt weak. She lowered herself to the floor and laid on the 
carpet, mouthing a silent prayer. 
*
 The EMT was too young for this. “He’ll be fine,” the boy said, 
looking up from Connor to Kate, his voice unhurried, sympathetic. Trained 
to say that, she guessed. Maybe he won’t be fine. The discordant whoop 
whoop of the siren terrified her. The grey of Connor’s face terrified her. She 
leaned over Connor, her hand on his, his arm beneath the taut strap. He 
moved his lips. “Love you” — the voice frail.
 The gurney rocked, slid slightly as the ambulance turned rough 
corners.
 He is — was? — in good health. When he golfed, he walked the 
course. First date was a golf outing. She had never figured out if she won 
or if he had let her win. He had always possessed secrets, always held 
something back. That was just him. 
 Secrets.
 His shirt was open, a white t-shirt underneath. She didn’t remember 
the EMT unbuttoning his shirt. She leaned closer. The t-shirt was clean. 
She did the laundry.
 She had secrets too. This was a marriage after all. The trick was 
to outsmart Connor: three methods of payment for one pair of shoes — 
the store clerks laughed and went along with it. One third cash, one third 
check, one third Visa. And a bank account under her maiden name. But 
that’s just coping. Nothing to apologize for on a deathbed.
 She didn’t get it. Connor was a stay-in-your-lane guy. Binary as hell. 
Was that the issue? A girlfriend? She could probably live with that. Like 
hell she could. But it wasn’t that. It was something else. He doesn’t have 
the moxie to do anything newsworthy. That’s how she suddenly pictured 
it: newsworthy. ‘Whatever they find.’ Television cameras at the front door. 
Close-ups of the nip and tuck around her eyes, her neck. Live-streamed to 
all the friends she had denied having any work done.
 Newsworthy. 
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 There’d be an official accounting of some sort, a review of bank 
accounts, expenditures, a study of credit card history, even - especially - a 
looksee at his personal files, clothes, workroom. No. That can’t happen. 
Can’t happen. The damn siren. Who invented the dreadful whoop whoop? 
How can someone invent a fuckin’ sound? She saw the EMT staring at her.
 Remember him as he was. Really? Even after I find out?
 She couldn’t picture life without him. 
*
 The TV mounted in one corner of the waiting room was muted, end 
tables held magazines and religious tracts, one cushion of the sofa Kate 
occupied was missing, the space becoming a temporary disposal area for 
candy wrappers and empty juice bottles.
 “He’s dying and you’re worried about his secrets?” Jamie asked. 
Jamie was her sister.
 Kate looked away. Jamie was right. No. No she wasn’t right. Not 
completely. Who knows what’s going to crawl out from beneath some 
rock? Why shouldn’t she be worried? I’ll be the one to have to deal with 
it. Damn him. Damn him. God, how did her thinking arrive at that? Your 
husband is about to die and you’re fucking damning him?
 “You’ve got to ask him, Kate. He has no right to make you worry 
like this.”
 “Jamie. He’s in pain. He’s suffering. I can’t —”
 “When he gets well,” Jamie amended.
 Kate resolved to stop thinking about it. She loved Connor. Whatever 
happened, they could move on. Couldn’t they? Couldn’t they just move on? 
Jesus how do you stop thinking about something you told yourself not to 
think about?
 “He’s apologetic, Jamie.” Kate said. “It takes guts to apologize. He’s 
sincere.”
 “Everybody’s sincere when they’re dying.”
 Silence.
 Jamie had placed a suede bucket bag on the floor, reached down 
and opened the drawstrings. “We both need a little something,” she said, 
retrieving a miniature Absolut vodka. “There’s a vending machine down 
the hall.” She handed Kate the vodka bottle and exited, returning with two 
cardboard cups and a can of Sprite. She mixed two drinks, handed one to 
Kate, cups straight to the mouth, no sisterly toast.
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 “Jesus.”
 Kate looked up at Jamie, startled. “What?”
 Jamie’s eyes were closed. “It’s possible you won’t ever find out what 
he did.”
 Kate drained her cup. “I have to think, Jamie. Think? I can’t think. 
Not now. Not here. Is that the way it will be? Never knowing what the fuck 
he’s done.” She held up her empty cup. Jamie dug around in her handbag 
and removed another Absolut. She mixed two drinks, handed one cup to 
Kate. “Expecting the doorbell to ring each day. Paparazzi at the door.” She 
took a gulp from her cup. “He’ll be dead. I’m the one who has to live with 
it.”
 The automatic double doors to the operating arena opened and 
Doctor Rajan Jatana emerged. They had spoken earlier.
 Jamie started to rise from the couch and the doctor motioned her 
to sit. Jamie and Kate ignored his motion and stood. Doctor Jatana wore 
a surgical cap. He spoke with an accent, his words muffled by his surgical 
mask.
 “We are doing our best,” he said. “Two arteries are severely blocked. 
Blood is not flowing to the heart.”
 “When can we see him?”
 They watched the doctor’s eyes narrow, the frown hidden by his 
cap and mask. “I recommend you go home and rest. This is difficult for 
you.”
 “He’ll be okay?”
 “We’ll know more in the morning.”
 Kate felt dizzy and placed her hand on Jamie’s arm. “He can’t die, 
Doctor.”
 “We’re doing everything we can.”
 “He’ll live?”
 “We’re —”
 “No, no. You don’t understand. He can’t die.”
 Doctor Jatana nodded serenely. “Let me prescribe something to 
help you relax.” 
 He returned through the double doors. No one spoke. 
 Kate slumped on the couch. A hospital waiting room cocktail was 
the worst cocktail on earth. 
 All the horrors that will come. Connor would have protected her 
from them. 
 Will there be police at the door? Search warrants? Don’t they move 
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the owners out of the house when they tear it apart? Searching for what? 
Documents? Emails? They’d seize the computer and take it with them. 
Wait. They’d take all the computers. That’s how they do it. Phone records.
 Her stomach fluttered. She started to lie down on the couch then 
sat up. Computers? Phone records? How silly of her. It would be much, 
much worse than that. She was in hell’s anteroom. Every Facebook post, 
Instagram, Pinterest, every picture of the children, of parties, of friends. 
The Gestapo would view everything. They’d know what we ate, what we 
thought, where we shopped, traveled, our restaurants. They’d see she was 
a foodie who always sent her food back. It’s all there to be collected and 
viewed by strangers, who thanks to her and Connor, would always have the 
gift of feeling superior to them.
 Should she go through the Instagram accounts? Delete them? Can 
you delete a lifetime?
 Kate heard Jamie say, “Father Paul” and looked up to see the priest 
frowning, walking towards them, carrying a small compact black case. He 
wore khakis and a red polo shirt. Kate turned to Jamie, puzzled.
 “I called him,” Jamie said, shrugging an apology.
 Father Paul touched Kate’s shoulder. “He’s a good man, Kate.”
 It suddenly occurred to her. “Last rites?”
 Father Paul held up the black case. “It’s a blessing when one is able 
to receive it.”
 Father Paul stood before her unsmiling. The man didn’t drink, 
didn’t take meds; communion wafers were his comfort food. “Will he 
confess his sins?” Kate asked the priest.
 “If he’s able.”
 “Father, listen. He told me something.”
 Father Paul smiled warily.
 “He said he did something bad.”
 “God will forgive.”
 “Will the wife?”
 Father Paul laughed out loud. “Connor always said you were a 
firecracker.”
 Kate never did like priests. Let them get married and see what it’s 
like. “I’m serious, Father. I need to know what he did.”
 The priest’s face changed abruptly. “Reveal to you what he confesses 
to me?”
 She nodded.
 “Break the seal of the confessional?”
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 “I don’t know what he did, Father. I need to know. I need to know 
what’s coming.”
 The priest took a step back. “You can’t say that.”
 Jamie stood up and came over to sit beside Kate, again placing 
her arm around her shoulders. Father Paul walked through the automatic 
sliding double doors. 
*
 Doctor Jatana and Father Paul told Kate and Jamie that Connor 
had not survived the surgery. After Jamie had accompanied Kate to the 
restroom and returned, both the doctor and the priest remained in the 
waiting room with the two women for a length of time. 
 The doctor provided a small vial of pills for Kate and said it 
would help her rest. Father Paul, wearing the narrow purple stole of the 
confessional, removed a prayer book from his case, opened it, and read 
several passages. After a long period of silence among the four of them, 
Jamie thanked the doctor and the priest and indicated to Kate that they 
should leave. The priest gave them both his blessing.
 “The confession?” Kate asked.
 The priest studied her silently for a moment. Then he removed a 
wallet from his back pocket and pulled out a business card. Placing the 
card on the black leather case he held in one hand, he scribbled on the 
card. He handed the card to Kate and was silent for a moment. “Personal 
cell number,” he said.
 Kate studied the card.
 “Call if you need help.”
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p h o t o g r a p h y
NATALIE CHRISTENSEN
STUCK BETWEEN WHAT WE HAVE 
DONE AND WHAT WE ARE GOING TO 
DO
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NATALIE CHRISTENSEN
YOU CAN’T GET THERE FROM HERE
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p h o t o g r a p h y
NATALIE CHRISTENSEN
OPEN TO NEW IDEAS
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NATALIE CHRISTENSEN
SLOW DRAIN IN WINTER
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OCCUPATION
LAURA JONES
n o n f i c t i o n
A framed black and white photograph hangs in the hall outside the 
Cedars-Sinai NICU. One of those March of Dimes glossies of a premature 
baby, designed to elicit sympathy and awe. A soft-focus head fuzzes the 
background; its alien eyes loom ink-black. Up close, an arm like a snapped 
stick droops from the round hole of a plexiglass box. If you’ve seen a newly 
hatched bird bob its blind head from the nest, you can picture this arm: 
fragile, anemic, shot through with veins in ugly translucence. Over the 
wrist, someone’s draped a wedding ring, size six. It weighs the wrist down 
to the point of collapse. In the NICU, size counts. On the way in, they re-
mind you.
The occupational therapist (OT) – Michele Delhaye is small, too, 
just 5’2”, and that’s in her clogs with the thick heels, the kind all the nurses 
wear for style and support, like a sickbay fashion club. Bright blue dan-
delions top waxy scuffed surface. Pink roses or zigzag stripes. These are 
the shoes she wears with her scrubs which are demure, especially when 
compared to the others with their manic Pixar characters or fat, waddling 
ducks. She prefers her scrubs form-fitting, almost tight. They cinch at the 
waist, a calm yellow or oxford blue. 
Michele is all business, which in her case, is to save the sick and 
dying babies in the NICU. But there’s something about her that’s more like 
a child among impossibly smaller fairies, Peter Pan in charge of the Lost 
Boys. She has all the markers of youth: ponytail, freckles, thin wire glasses 
that drift down her nose, so that she constantly pushes them up. In the 
morning, she arrives at the hospital after a 45-minute drive through traffic, 
a hot bead of Hyundais and Subarus, traveling slow through the sunrise 
city. 
At the NICU, she stops first at the sink and scrubs up hard. The 
scrubbing is the most important part. No flu bug or stomach virus from 
fast food drive through windows or sixth floor elevator button can pass this 
threshold. NICU infants die from the slightest whiff of sickness, the way 
other people catch scent on the wind. Michele scrubs up a few long minutes 
at least, suds all the way up the elbow until her hands and arms are rough 
pink from friction. Her silver watch and wedding ring eye her like patient 
children next to her on the sink.
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Somewhere early in the last century, her profession began from a 
belief in the life-giving potential of human work. Picture this: people cast 
aside, mirror opposites of these tended babies, grown like impossible vio-
lets, in the NICU. These were the mentally ill, the ravished, the poor, wail-
ing away in some asylum, strapped to a bed. A life composed of inactivity 
and the hopelessness of time. Therapies then helped them work to discover 
purpose, a mystical task that today we reduce to “self-esteem”. Work pro-
vided worth. One’s occupation crafted one’s life. Babies, too, have jobs: to 
play, learn, and develop. To perform all the everyday activities that enable 
them to grow.
Say for instance a baby stops breathing. 
This is an everyday occurence in the NICU. This is in no way hy-
pothetical. Infants come to neo-natal intensive care running the full gamut 
of medical conditions. Hearts lodged on the wrong side of chests. Organs 
hung like Christmas wreath outside their bodies. Genetic malformations. 
Spina bifida. Infections. Anemia. Cleft palates. Yellowed from jaundice. 
Half-blue like dying jewels. 
Nearly half of all NICU admissions are due to prematurity, which is 
defined as any birth prior to 37 weeks. A good portion, about 13%, is what’s 
known as very premature (< 32 weeks) and then there’s the impossibly 
tiny micropreemies, born prior to 25. The ones whose mothers’ rings swim 
around their wrists, like the last outer dust cloud around Saturn. This is 
the stratosphere of phenomenally low birth weight, certain long-term dis-
abilities, and probable death. About one million babies die in the US from 
prematurity each year. 
The NICU sees them all. 
Preemies – especially micropreemies – emerge without what’s 
called their primitive reflexes. These reflexes are just what they sound like: 
primal. They originate in the central nervous system and include such ba-
sic skills as grasping, rooting, sucking, or even turning one’s head and re-
sponding to touch. Also, breathing – most preemies can’t breathe on their 
own. Their brains haven’t learned to, and their lungs are far too immature. 
Because a fetus doesn’t breathe in the womb – it instead gets everything 
it needs through the umbilical cord – lungs form last. If a baby’s coming 
early, because a mother is sick or her water broke or her blood pressure is 
dangerously high, and there’s no way to stop labor, doctors administer a 
quick dose of corticosteriods, to cause the infant’s lungs to mature faster. 
But it’s a bucket thrown on a blaze. Steroids are not a fail safe. Babies still 
wind up on respirators and spend the next few weeks or months battling
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themselves off. An occupational therapist like Michele is there to help. 
 But how can a therapist teach someone to breathe? Especially these 
miniature people, pallor the shade of fetal pig. It’s a phenomenal act like, 
transforming lead into gold. 
 Enter those clean, obsessively scrubbed hands. 
 Imagine, Michele says, if I were to touch you with an ice cold washcloth. 
You’ll – (she sucks in a breath) that increases air into the upper lungs from the 
lower lungs. I’ve just taught you how to take a bigger, deeper breath. Now the brain 
and the body has experienced it and are able to repeat that on their own with ongoing 
therapy and support.
 Not alchemy, but an occupational therapist’s bag of tricks. Cold 
washcloths, warm towels, tiny rolls crafted from receiving blankets. 
Michele uses and applies these for every system: digestive, muscular, 
lymphatic. A premature infant’s body can’t even circulate her own fluids. 
Junk liquid builds up on the lungs, collateral damage from the respirator 
keeping her alive, and can only be drained with a dose of Lasix prescribed 
by a neonatologist. But the baby’s body still hasn’t learned anything. It’s like 
passing a kindergartener on to algebra when she hasn’t any concept of how 
to add.
 The occupational therapist’s hands touch the infant’s body lightly 
and deftly, draining off the excess fluid from the lungs. This isn’t merely 
redirecting rivers. It’s creating a communication system, a neurological 
pathway between the body and the brain, showing the cells what it’s like 
to function right. It’s the internal equivalent of learning how to sweat. If 
a baby can’t move her own fluids, she can never hope to breathe. If she 
can’t breathe, she’ll never be free of the respirator tube, threaded perfectly 
between her two sickened lungs. Her mouth will never suck a breast or 
bottle. She’ll never move on to more complicated acts. Breathing, eating, 
breathing and eating. Defecating. No air, no food, no function, no life. In 
that case, an infant is born just to die in the NICU. 
 It’s hard to visualize Michele as she once was in college – a 
young badass sneaking Marlboro 100’s outside parties to keep herself 
awake. That’s how ignorant she was back then. She believed the nicotine 
counteracted the beer. Of course it doesn’t, she says. The lack of oxygen puts you 
to sleep. She knows that now, but back then she was just a part-time waitress 
living in south Florida. She’d recently escaped upstate New York after one 
very cold and depressing year outside Buffalo. Sun was what she craved 
then. So she packed up her 1980 Monte Carlo, a car her dad bought her
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because, unlike the last one, it had air conditioner and that’s what she 
needed in the godawful heat of Miami Shores.
 Michele originally planned on becoming a physical therapist, and 
spent a year as a preschool aide, which she viewed as undercover work. The 
job gave her the opportunity to watch how children developed normally, 
to observe their behavior.  How they walked, tumbled, talked, and played. 
She took notes in her head and stored them for later.
 But all didn’t go as planned. A medical terminology class her first 
semester set her straight. 
 The teacher split the class, Occupational Therapists on one side, physical 
therapists on the other. I kept asking questions and the teacher would tell me, you’re 
on the wrong side of the class. Being a smart-mouthed New Yorker, I said, I’m just 
sitting in a chair. 
 But she kept saying, the kind of questions you’re asking, they’re what an 
occupational therapist would ask. A physical therapist only cares about range of 
motion; they don’t care about how somebody uses what you’re helping them rehab. 
That made no sense to me. I thought you should treat the whole person. Even the 
family. Well, that’s what an occupational therapist does.
 Michele finished college, but Florida wasn’t where she longed 
to be. She wanted to move west, someplace with mountains. She chose 
L.A., a northwest suburb called Simi Valley, home of the Ronald Reagan 
Presidential Library, and row after row of townhouses with the same red 
clay tile roofs in a cluster. Dung-colored mountains hung outside the valley 
like a movie prop. She passed them each day on the way to work.
 When I first met her in the NICU, I noticed the wiriness of her arms 
as she held my daughter, one of those micropreemies, the smallest one in 
the Cedars Sinai NICU. Emily was born at 24 weeks 3 days, weighing just 
1.5 pounds, the sickest, weakest baby in the whole ward. The day of her 
birth, she was given just a 4% chance to survive. 
 When it was time for my daughter to finally learn to eat, Michele 
popped the thick plastic top of her incubator, the action creating a sound 
like Tupperware squared. She reached in with her blue-latex hands and 
lifted my daughter to an almost seated position. Her left hand supported 
Emily’s back and neck. In no way could my daughter hold up her own torso. 
She oozed there on either side of the OT’s fingers.
 With her right hand, Michele held a doll-sized bottle with just a 
half-inch of gray breast milk swimming at the bottom. “Don’t we need 
more?” I asked, nervously. Michele cast me a knowing glance and
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continued to gently insert the rubber nipple between my daughter’s lips, as 
though carefully threading a needle.
 Gratefully, hungrily, Emily sucked in, one quick draw. Color 
ran from her cheeks. She blanched paler than milk. Her heart stopped. 
Monitor bells rang throughout the NICU. Not yet knowing how to both eat 
and breathe, my daughter began to die.
 Michele barely moved. She slowly withdrew the nipple from my 
daughter’s mouth. With her left hand she jostled Emily just a little, like 
rousing her from a nap. Michele hissed out a heavy sshhhhh through her 
mouth. Rose-tinge crept back to my child’s cheeks.
 This happens, she said. We’ll try again tomorrow.
 There’s an endless battle fought against grief and despair in the 
NICU. There’s trauma, too, almost constant, like in a war. The NICU’s war 
is carefully fought, but despite an occupational therapist’s best efforts, tiny 
soldiers fall.
 “Are you traumatized by all this?” I ask Michele.
 Without hesitation, she answers: yes.
 The question calls to mind a memory. An early one, buried 23 
years before, after her first significant loss in the NICU. She’d worked for 
months with a boy born with a cardiac condition. After two surgeries and 
extensive care, he’d finally been released from the hospital, although he 
still attended outpatient therapy. Michele no longer worked with the baby, 
but she checked in on him every other day. 
 The time came for the boy’s third surgery. She remembered hearing 
on her way home that he’d done well. He was resting and recuperating, 
expected to do fine.
 But overnight, he contracted RSV, a common respiratory virus, one 
of those whiffs of a scent on the breeze, harmless to 99% of the population. 
But, in the NICU, RSV is known as “the preemie killer”. In ten hours, the 
boy was dead.
 The next day I came in and one of the other therapists pulled me aside. She 
was crying. She said, I’m so sorry to tell you, but he died. I was in shock and disbelief. 
I left the NICU. I didn’t see another patient that day. I started questioning why we 
do what we do.
 But memories are strange. One leads to another as quickly as 
babies rush in and out of the NICU. Michele recalls another child – this 
one a girl. She was born with a genetic condition that, because Michele was 
close to her, she spotted first. The baby was expected to die in one year’s 
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time. Like clockwork, she agreed. Her funeral was the day after her first 
birthday.
 Yet all that year, Michele had worked with her, carefully, tenderly, 
swiftly – lymphatic massage, feeding lessons, muscle development, warm 
wash cloth, cold towel, the whole bag of tricks. At the funeral, hundreds 
of people turned out for the baby. The mother read a eulogy for the little 
girl. In the middle, she stopped. She put down the paper and called out to 
Michele to join her at the front of the church. 
 Who me? I thought. She must be kidding. 
 The baby had dozens of therapists at that point: doctors, specialists, 
nurses, RT’s, the whole white-coated, manic Pixar clogged, scrubbed lot. 
 Michele left the pew. She stood with the parents, center stage. They 
held each other, a pawing, sobbing, three-headed clump. For this part of 
the job, there were no tricks. 
 The experience changed her. 
 They thanked me for never once judging their family. Many people gave up 
on this girl because of her diagnosis. We knew she was going to die, her mother said, 
but you never gave up. She said I saw her baby for who she was. 
 Michele stopped worrying about whether or not what she did had 
worth. It’s really hard to lose someone, especially a baby, especially in the NICU. 
But if I can make you comfortable or teach you something – how to eat, how to 
breathe, how to move fluids, how to react to touch, how to turn, how to 
suck, how to find, how to feel — then you’ve taught me more than I taught you.
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SAMUEL SWAUGER
p o e t r y
A cigarette chars the desert of her mouth, 
its desiccated chasm of lone and dying
desperation.
 
If you walked passed her and surmised that 
the scorched black of her eyes
 
and her earthworm lips meant she was born 
into a broken ashtray, 
 
you’d have missed those stray eddies of smoke
embracing her curls like a halo to a head.
 
Caught in her hair and the sweat upon her cheek,
all her colorful years wept for the lost possibility 
of their being.
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p o e t r y
NOT TO MENTION WHY
You told stories. Uncle Andy stories. Ones where he faced the odds 
and triumphed. Humming mantras of distraction. You knew a few,
and learned a few. Sitting in the uncomfortable white chair of the 
situation
in the uncomfortable white room at the cul-de-sac of the long white hall,
fluorescent light bees flitting through lulls in your little storytime.
You told of Andy’s escapes. Bread soup, always the bread soup. 
How he stole a loaf of bread from Hamma’s and got chased
through five El Paso backyards and two mossy kiddie pools, 
his silhouette victorious in the back gate with a sagging loaf of bread 
so soggy it had to be used in soup. A tear ticked down wrinkles 
of your dad’s cheek as he rocked in his chair laughing, knuckles
of his clasped hands turning as white as the linoleum, the ceiling tiles, the
door.
You waited for the door to open, the swinging axe of bad news. You spoke 
of Baseball Andy, Joker Andy, Trucker Andy. But never High Andy, or 
Drunk Andy. 
Interventions or detox. Livers of any kind.  The day when he took you 
aside, sour-mash breath, and as sagely as possible, slurred “Carpe 
Diem,” words he’d dredged from the bottom of a bottle and savored as he 
disintegrated.
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SHANE MCCLATCHEY
o i l  o n  p a n e l
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SHANE MCCLATCHEY
LIFEGUARD LADY
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SHANE MCCLATCHEY
o i l  o n  p a n e l
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p o e t r y
FLESHED
At this hour her blues are
Distant, a belted kingfisher
Eager to consume, bones
Broken before swallowing. 
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Your body wasn’t a cork to unscrew. Heady scent,
let it breathe, a hint of wood smoke and dark fruits. 
My hands smelled of whiskey and wet dog. Yours, 
a silk thread under water. Your 
nipples, stretched flesh from our children gracing 
the curve of your belly, my hands smelled of you. 
Something like cinnamon. In my arms, your hair 
drew tattoos across my chest. The wet of you 
scenting the pads of my fingers, my hands eager 
to visit, to linger over your lips, press against 
firm flesh, pull us breathless 









THE RAIN RUINS GRAPES
p o e t r y
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That month before Christmas, when I learned 
our history was for sale. our marriage a wet dog 
no longer welcome in the house, I spoke your secret 
to each ribbon on the tree. Whispered your lover’s name.
Questioned our mattress. How it could know 
and not tell. I promised to keep your cheating 
a secret from our children. Let them think it was me. 
Let them believe I failed. Blame the job, 
the schedule, the poetry. Blame the tears. 




Ask me about the day I tried to swallow the pool. 
How I threw your photos in the trash, dug them out. 
How I studied your face in each photo, the slow change 
of expressions. A fading of light the lens could not 
explain. How your blue eyes gone green reminded me 
of grape leaves on a withered vine. How I recalled the harvest. 
The fruit of our bodies plucked naked from the rain. 
How I refused to drown. How remembering 
us, like this, is as close as we come to forgiveness.
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AUTOPSY AS LIFE LESSON
ZACHARY KLUCKMAN
Blue indicates a lack of oxygen. The rigors of breathing not meeting the 
needs of the blood. Notice the lips. That’s a rictus, not a grin. Don’t feel 
bad. Happens all the time.  These involuntary spasms give them such 
a lifelike appearance. For a moment. No, just a last minute  shiver of 
electrical charge passing through on it’s way to, well- wherever really. 
An impulse. Like the one you have now, to carve into this skin, peel 
the palms of the hands like grapes. Seek the tiny miraculous fish of the 
pulse as if they could be placed in a new body of water. A resurrection. 
Only love has ever raised the dead. This is simply denying the inevitable 
stillness. Notice the skin. The marbling of water. Pop quiz. Can we still 
call it a bruise if the blood no longer flowers with oxygen? No longer 
blooms from the ventricular garden? Is it even 
still blood without breath? The way it pools there under the surface, 
more like oil spill. Speaking of, wait until you see how the fat renders 
in the furnace. Man, what a mess. Before you cut, look at the chest. See 
how it appears to move? How the eyelids almost sigh like curtains before 
an open window? Sometimes  I wonder if that’s how the soul seeks its 
exit. Imagine? What amazing proof that would be of the infallibility of 
life. The perfect recycling machine, these bodies. These lungs. The color 
of the skin here reminds me of space. What if dark matter was only the 
unseeable face of time, with its unknowable plans? A dimension we move 
through all on our own, without ever being able to touch it. Forgive me. (I 
get a bit philosophical when I’m up to my elbows like this) but I digress. 
The shame of it is, some people just lose so much they give up. Maybe this 
one didn’t have to die. Maybe none of them did. The question before us 
now is what to do with this heart. With this man. With the pomegranate 
lips. 
No, you may not kiss him.                     
 You never kiss the body, even if it is yours. 
 
      It’s not like you can bring him back.
    You would have to love him first.
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AYUNA COLLINS
STICKS
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CHRISTINA QUINTANA (CQ)
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LIKE THE VOICES OF DEER
LAWRENCE WILLIAM BERGGOETZ
n o n f i c t i o n
 Two deer at the field’s edge, just outside the woods’ wall of pine 
trees, dip their paired heads into the tufted mounds of the darkened pas-
ture’s sweet grass, bowing together like mating swans.
From the steady arc of my swing’s seat, I stare at these deer eating 
in peace from across a field unhewn and untouched but by the feet of the 
forest’s children when they are wistful enough to stray into the unbroken 
sunlight.  I watch as if I am a shepherd and they are my flock.  Between us 
drifts only the sounds of silence seeking its depth.
Today, more than fifty years later, I see through those same eyes 
watching those long dead deer across a pasture now part of a manicured 
golf course. That vision is as fresh this morning as when it occurred to me 
that I was experiencing the poetry of an unspoken language – one I now 
understand that I will carry into my own eternity. 
I cannot articulate why this memory remains so wondrous that it 
continues to reverberate within the pictures of my mind.  Maybe its mean-
ing is so incompletely defined by words that its images live strangely en-
sconced within me, quivering, impactful like a hauntingly beautiful song 
without a lyric.
The Tao Te Ching begins, “The tao that can be spoken is not the 
eternal tao.” Perhaps this explains why we all have experiences that remain 
within us, affixed to our memories in ways that feel beyond one’s normal 
emotional responses, but the influence penetrates deeply, wordlessly emo-
tional.  Sacred.  They seem as necessary as a bucket is to its well. 
When I first read of the Tao, I realized that I had already recog-
nized it in such experiences as when those deer appeared as apparitions 
across the pasture.  Phantom and pure, blessed.  And, like the voices of 
deer, the Tao often speaks silently, yet undeniably.  It is all we need to 
know of mystery to affirm that some encounters are so ineffable that words 
would break their spell and life would then only lead one step closer to 
death, rather than to a new awakening.
What could be more enchanting than two deer appearing from out 
of the woods, returning the gaze of a child in rapture beneath a sun that 
quietly dressed us all in gold?
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CARELESSNESS
p o e t r y
KIMBERLY GLANZMAN
wild tunes trapped in my throat. the ghosts
of wounds flash in harsh light; home is where
I hang my noose. a bitter bliss, defeat.
 
it roosts between my ribs. no use: the thing
with feathers plucked and plated up for him
to savor. then: his brick-rough wrists.
 
a million yellowed bruises later, I left
a wish behind, cursed stars who never fell,
but never mind: I slept, like fish,
 
with lidless, open eyes – drifting,
lifted on the tides and ifI woke,
I woke to cry or choke, denying
 
every tear descending in this airless,
broken sphere. the sun rises like smoke
to char my bright red irises. heat that stank
 
of hisses, kisses, fists, Christ, all that blood I bled.
the script grows stiff beneath my lips,
my shattered teeth. those words unsaid:
 
woven in an overcoat of smiles stitched
into this heap of threadbare bones.
the sheets that stain this liar’s bed
 
and drag me down to drown, to dream,
to listen: all this music,
softly, softly playing on repeat?
 
a vicious pile of colors
layered on my skin,
like gifts laid at my feet.
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m i x e d  m e d i a
REEM RASHASH-SHAABAN
OUR SPIRITS ARE GONE
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m i x e d  m e d i a
REEM RASHASH-SHAABAN
THE CRACKS STILL SHOW
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m i x e d  m e d i a
REEM RASHASH-SHAABAN
WE PICK UP OUR BONES
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m i x e d  m e d i a
REEM RASHASH-SHAABAN
WE WIPE OUR SEEPING BLOOD
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ELEPHANT GRAVEYARD
p o e t r y
WILLIAM MILLER
Their end is their beginning—stomping,
wheezing, limping.  Dust clouds hang
In the hot savannah air.
 
The call of the grasslands is plain 
and simple enough—eat, grow, breed,
teach to thunder.
 
The lucky survive drought, improper
drainage, ivory chess pieces on  
a checkered ivory board.
 
They add their bones to the world’s
oldest sun-bleached pile, shreds 
of wrinkled hide tougher than leather….
 
We might travel and learn, marry 
and collapse, collapse in easy chairs
on the other side 
 
of the continental shelf.  Even then,
in old-age afternoon dreams, we walk
with heavy steps to the homeplace
where we played toy soldiers 
or jacks, built houses with playing cards
on the living room floor.
One, maybe one, in ten thousand,
goes rogue, lumbers off, lives
outside the gray-skinned herd,
 
dies alone beneath trees 
that stand together and apart,
holding up the bluest sky.
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SITTING SHIVA
ESTY LOVEING-DOWNES
p o e t r y
If there’s a funeral for God,
Please invite me. 
I’ll wear pink and come early, 
Loose my hair in wild corkscrews
I’ll drink piña coladas—
Wear a sweet smile of rapture
Beaming high with a bright glee,
Feel my heart burn like sugar. 
 
 
When it’s time for the eulogy, 
Emerald eyes will narrow.
I’ll draw breath from a deep well, 
Unspool ribbons of fury
I’ll sing brassy as car horns—
Dancing strong on the coffin
Throw down handfuls of cold dirt,
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e n c a u s t i c ,  o i l ,  m o n o t y p e  p r i n t  o n  p a p e r  o n  p a n e l
CATHERINE EATON SKINNER
BINARY 108.VI
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e n c a u s t i c ,  o i l  s t i c k  o n  p a n e l
CATHERINE EATON SKINNER
MANTRA 108.I
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e n c a u s t i c ,  o i l ,  p a p e r  o n  p a n e l
CATHERINE EATON SKINNER
CODA BLOCK 108.I
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FOUND
REBECCA FALZANO
This is the night I find out
you’ve forgotten how sheets work.
Imagine what that feels like: 
First, the forgetting and then, 
the finding out.
Earlier this morning, I found you
looking in the fridge for the cat.
I later retreated to the kitchen,
but the tick tock of the vegetable clock above the sink couldn’t mask the
 sound of mom spelling your 
  name for
you. Your signature is not so much a signature anymore:
disjointed letters that still hold the memory of shape, of mattering.
After I heard you, the valedictorian, call yourself stupid
I drove to the old barn in the shadow of the Helderbergs,
feeling my way along back roads through intuition and sunset-lit teenage
 memories
until it broke the horizon.
It took me by surprise, the comfort I found in knowing I could still see it,
 decades later
for what it used to be, for what it is now:
beautiful in its decay.
C a r r y  I t  G e n t l y  -  a  p o e t r y  s e r i e s





kneeling at the side of your bed,
elbows bent, hands clasped,
begging you to sleep.
Rails can’t contain you anymore and
with freedom comes demands:
a different blanket,
your baby next to you (but not too close),
your socks fell off (they were never on).
I wait for your eyelids to surrender
and pass the time trying to retrieve
the Hail Mary,
reaching back through
15 years of cross-filled corridors,
plaid uniforms,
and confession after class.
I get as far as
full of grace.
My grandmother used to tell me
“go to Mary first”—
her way of saying
women get shit done.
When your breath finally steadies
I crawl out of your room
on my hands and knees,
in the dark but
with absolute certainty that
you will rise again.
C a r r y  I t  G e n t l y  -  a  p o e t r y  s e r i e s
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GOOD
REBECCA FALZANO
I want to ask you
if you are ever lonely.
If you’ve ever felt a breeze and thought
you might evaporate.
If your knees get scraped from praying that
nothing harmful comes their way—
a crane collapsing, a freak playground fall, a silent sickness brewing.
If you can read the news without making
every horror your bedmate.
I want to ask you
if you ever dream about home—
not yours now, but yours then, backyard
filled with bees.
I want to ask you
if you ever wonder
whether a certain tone can ruin a child.
If you were ever ruined.
I want to ask where your worry goes at night, where your shame hides
during the day.
When you last felt small, fell, failed.
Have you ever felt invincible?
I want to ask you who we are when
we don’t have parents anymore.
I want to ask if you know who you’ve become, and
do you recognize her?










C a r r y  I t  G e n t l y  -  a  p o e t r y  s e r i e s
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GOOD HANDS
REBECCA FALZANO
Our hands, cracked from washing,
sudden strangers to our faces,
can still make art.
Summon long division, sew masks,
shield winter eyes from spring sun, turn pages, cross off calendar
 squares, remember old recipes,
water flowers, tend to gardens, tend to ourselves.
Make the bed. Heal. Heal others. Cover sleeping children.
This doesn’t mean we don’t wring them at the window,
in the mornings especially,
when the day starts slipping into the last
and the worry is crushing.
But our hands are gatekeepers of pain.
They know first the burn of a hot stove,
the shock of electricity.
They’re wired to remember
piano keys, passwords, prayer.
They tell stories, push away or invite,
they acknowledge. They can still feel.
They are the last part of a person we hold onto,
the first thing we learn to grasp.
They’re language
if we’re listening
telling us to carry it gently.
Carry ourselves gently.
C a r r y  I t  G e n t l y  -  a  p o e t r y  s e r i e s
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PRAYER
JOSEPH POWELL
p o e t r y
I said a prayer for you—
the beautiful you
the broken you
the you who needs to be loved
the concrete you
living in darkness
and needing to see a great light;
the you,
who is my aging mother;
my unknown father;
my brothers and sisters;
my iconoclastic daughter;






who should know better;
the you-
the unarmed black man
who deserved better;
the unarmed black woman,
who didn’t deserve to die;
the you,




who are still talking loud
and still saying nothing;
the you,
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JOSEPH POWELL
who should be saying a prayer
for me,
yet deems me unworthy;
yes,
I said a prayer
for all of you,
hoping
that God will listen.
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EXCERPT FROM AMERICANA
THEA MATTHEWS
p o e t r y
Thirteen original       stars look long enough       each star
 
a snake slithering       in the white bowl       of an eye socket 
the death       rebirth       of a nation       can I heal       call home  
here       in this       pillaged       nestled land       can we heal this land 
a snake slithering       in the white bowl       of an eye socket 
the supreme white       bleeding cash       streamers of smoke       the  
banner       can bear a new country       erase       thin blue lines  
the death       rebirth       of a nation       can I heal       call home  
here       policing is not like protection       slaughtered dialects  
is like       butchered bands       in the early mornings of breath  
here       in this pillaged       nestled land       can we heal this land 
uproot hate       from the distance       between star       and stripe  
here       wrap the body       in this silk       in this mantle       of hope  
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KIMBERLY GLANZMAN
intention furrows into me,
groundwater seeking level.
I measure by eyeballing
each ingredient in the body’s
 
recipe – surely the universe
guides every atom to its place,
and if it doesn’t – who am I
to hem chaos short, unbend
 
the rain? in opening the page
of a book, I close the page before.
beneath my feet, all land looks
the same. salt is sand is stone
 
is mud; I worship the unfinished
map of a heron’s wing, 
the ocean of a beetle’s eye,
the broken pillar of the dock.
SPREADING MY BROTHER’S 
ASHES
p o e t r y
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BEFORE MORNING COMES, 
STEAL WHAT LITTLE YOU CAN
MICHAEL BOCCARDO
p o e t r y
Why stop now? Dusk wears you like a crime
already committed. You dreamt about this, right?
 
Houses like bodies & bodies like houses.
Lined up, assessed. Downstairs, you slick the walls
 
with kisses, caress bulbs still fixed
tight to their sockets—small deceits dead for days.
 
In the kitchen: window glass a swirl
of lazy eights. Is this the place where hunger begins?
 
Where you starve from the lip of every plate
a lattice of vines & fruit? Or here—curled
 
into a loneliness that cheats the body’s tears
of its own paradise? You beg to be distinct,
 
something other than a cliché: pickpocket,
charlatan, crook. But the taste of you is infinite.
 
& the seconds, cowering & crippled, a soundless
ticking under the weight of each request.
 
By daybreak, you vanish quick as the space
between two hands clasped in prayer. Listen. . .
 
You can almost hear the soft scratch
of light dragging itself back into the room.
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Stephen Barile, a Fresno, California native, was educated in the public 
schools, and attended Fresno City College, Fresno Pacific University, and 
California State University, Fresno. He is the former chairman of the William 
Saroyan Society and a long-time member of the Fresno Poet’s Association. 
Barile taught writing at Madera Community College and lives and writes in 
Fresno. His poems have been published extensively, including publication in 
Metafore Magazine, New Plains Review, The Heartland Review, Rio Grande 
Review, The Packinghouse Review, Undercurrents, The Broad River Review, 
The San Joaquin Review, Haight-Ashbury Literary Journal, Beginnings, 
Pharos, and Flies, Cockroaches, and Poets.
Deanna Baringer is a resident artist at a performing arts high school 
where she teaches creative writing and book arts. Her work has most recently 
appeared in Lily Poetry Review and is forthcoming elsewhere. Originally from 
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, she now calls Pittsburgh, PA home.
Lawrence William Berggoetz is a graduate of Purdue University who lives 
outside Dallas. He has been published in The Bitter Oleander, Sheepshead 
Review, Skidrow Penthouse, Stoneboat, Blue Heron Review, Evening Street 
Press Review, Apeiron Review, Poetry Quarterly, and elsewhere.
Michael Boccardo’s poems have appeared in various journals, including 
Kestrel, storysouth, Connotation Press, Mid-American Review, Iron Horse, 
The Southern Review, Prairie Schooner, Nimrod, Cimarron Review, and Best 
New Poets, as well as the anthologies Spaces Between Us: Poetry, Prose, and 
Art on HIV/AIDS and Southern Poetry Anthology, VII: North Carolina. He 
is a four-time Pushcart Nominee and a finalist for the James Wright Poetry 
Award. He resides in High Point, North Carolina with three rambunctious 
tuxedo cats. Additional work can be found at www.michaelboccardo.com. 
Z.Z. Boone, who also writes under the name Bill Bozzone, was born in 
Brooklyn, New York. A terrible student, he was ousted from Xaverian High 
School in his first year, and his applications for college a few years later were 
all rejected. He joined the Air Force (where he first began writing fiction), and 
upon completion of service was accepted by Dutchess Community College, then 
Marist College, then Goddard College where he completed an MFA in Creative 
Writing. As Bill Bozzone, he began writing for the stage, and his plays were 
produced primarily in the venue known as off-off Broadway. Some, including 
Rose Cottages, Korea, and Buck Fever, were picked up by publishers such as 
Samuel French, Inc, and Broadway Play Publishing. In 1988, the film Full 
Moon in Blue Water, based on his original screenplay, was released, followed 
by The Last Elephant, starring John Lithgow and James Earl Jones, in 1990. 
He returned to his first love, fiction, while teaching writing on the college level 
at such institutions at Western Connecticut State University, Sacred Heart 
University, and Marist College. Z.Z. Boone’s first collection of short stories, 
Off Somewhere, was published in 2015 and earned him a Forward Indies’ 
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nomination for Best Short Story Collection. Z.Z. lives in Florida with his wife, 
writer Tricia Bauer, and their 15-year-old pug. He is currently at work on a 
novel titled A Threat to the Common Good.
Natalie Christensen uses symbols and shapes, line and shadow, to present 
psychological metaphors in the landscape. The places Christensen frequents 
for her images are probably not what people visualize when they think of 
the city she lives in, Santa Fe, a major tourist destination with a carefully 
cultivated image. Christensen’s work as a psychotherapist for over 25 years 
called upon her to explore what is hidden from view, those aspects of the self 
or the environment that we want to turn away from or simply avoid. She was 
particularly influenced by the work of depth psychologist Carl Jung and his 
exploration of the unconscious. Her images emphasize what is happening 
within the frame and invite the viewer to contemplate what is happening 
outside the edges but can’t be seen. For Christensen, the symbols and spaces 
speak to a part of the self that is just below the conscious mind, asking to be 
understood, even integrated. It’s a reminder that there is always something 
there, below the surface of awareness, threatening to reveal something new.
Ayuna Collins lives and works in Los Angeles, California. Her work 
has appeared in many solo and group exhibitions at such venues as Diego 
Rivera Gallery, Ember Gallery, LShape Gallery and the Boulder Museum of 
Contemporary Art. Ayuna attended California Institute of the Arts where she 
was a double major in Dance and Animation. While at CalArts, Ayuna studied 
with E. Michael Mitchell. She completed her studies at the San Francisco Art 
Institute with a B.F.A and an M.F.A. from Art Center.
Laine Derr holds an MFA from Northern Arizona University, has published 
interviews with Carl Phillips and Ross Gay, and is based in Sedona, AZ.
Rebecca Falzano is a writer and editor living in Maine. After a decade 
working in magazine publishing, she is now the creative director of a digital 
marketing agency and an aspiring poet on the side.
Dan Ferguson was born in London in 1973. He lived and worked for over 
14 years as a secondary school art teacher in and around London. In 2016, 
he relocated to Belfast to undertake a place on the MFA in Fine Art at the 
University of Ulster, graduating in the summer of 2018. Dan was awarded the 
ArtisAnn Gallery Graduate Award for his painting, and was also long-listed 
for the RDS Visual Arts Award for the 2018 exhibition. Following his Masters, 
there have been two solo shows and several group exhibitions of acclaim. His 
current series of paintings have explored the disjointed memory of events, 
stories, family and strangers. Heritage, traditions, heirlooms, perception and 
mystery all feature prominently. The narrative within the artwork is always 
crucial.
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Cal Freeman is the author of the book Fight Songs. His writing has appeared 
in many journals including The Poetry Review, Southword, The Cortland 
Review, Southwest Review, and Hippocampus. His collection, Poolside at the 
Dearborn Inn, is forthcoming from R&R Press in 2022.
Kimberly Glanzman is a poet and writer living in Arizona. Her work has 
been nominated for the Pushcart and Best Small Fictions, and has appeared or 
is forthcoming in South Dakota Review, Harpur Palate, Puerto del Sol, Barely 
South, perhappened, and Electric Lit, among others. Follow her on Twitter 
@glanzman_k
Zebulon Huset is a teacher, writer, and photographer living in San Diego. 
His writing has recently appeared in Meridian, The Southern Review, Santa 
Clara Review, Fence, Rosebud, Atlanta Review, Texas Review, and Fjords 
Review among others. He publishes a writing prompt blog Notebooking Daily 
and is the editor of the journal Coastal Shelf.
Laura Jones is an essayist, journalist, and fiction writer. She’s been featured 
in three anthologies, including They Said, edited by the poet, Simone Muench, 
and the upcoming Foglifter anthology, Home is Where You Queer Your Heart. 
An excerpt of Jones’ graphic memoir “My Life in Movies” was published in 
2019 in Fourth Genre, along with a companion essay about graphic memoir 
and collaboration, commissioned by the journal. Her work has also appeared 
in numerous literary journals including Creative Nonfiction, Foglifter, The 
Gay and Lesbian Review, The Drum, and Wraparound South, to name a few. 
Jones earned her MFA in Creative Nonfiction from Northwestern University, 
where she also won the 2015 AWP Journals Prize. She is currently co-teaching 
an LGBT curriculum for high school students that she co-created at the 
Springhouse Community School. Her daughter Emily is now 13 years old.
Paul Kennebeck was awarded a National Endowment for the Arts grant. 
The award was based on a novel titled Last Night’s Farm — along with a short 
story in Harper’s Magazine entitled Baldessari’s Dead Sea Flights, which was 
later anthologized. Over the years, he has published short stories in a number 
of magazines. His most recent publications have been in Carve Magazine, 
Voices of Hellenism, and f(r)iction magazine. 
Zachary Kluckman, the National Poetry Awards 2014 Slam Artist of 
the Year, is a Scholastic Art & Writing Awards Gold Medal Poetry Teacher 
and a founding organizer of the 100 Thousand Poets for Change program. 
Kluckman, who tours the nation as a spoken word artist, was recently one of 
three American poets invited to the Kistrech International Poetry Festival in 
Kenya. He is the Founder of MindWell Poetry and has authored three poetry 
collections, The Animals in Our Flesh, (Red Mountain Press) and Some of It is 
Muscle, (Swimming with Elephants Publications) as well as the forthcoming 
Rearview Funhouse.
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Esty Loveing-Downes is a mother of five, a wife, and a full-time Creative 
Writing student at Ringling College of Art and Design in Sarasota, Florida. 
She is a Jew who survived religious colonization by Southern Baptists in ‘90s 
evangelicalism while purity culture was having a moment. Her work can be 
seen in upcoming issues of West Trestle Review, Shift: A Journal of Literary 
Oddities, and Sarasota SCENE magazine.
Thea Matthews was born and raised in San Francisco, California and is a 
Brooklyn-based poet of African and Indigenous Mexican heritage. She is the 
author of Unearth [The Flowers]; and has work in The New Republic, Atlanta 
Review, The Rumpus, and others. Currently, Thea is a MFA Poetry candidate 
at New York University.
Shane McClatchey is a painter working in Laguna Beach, California. He 
received an MFA in Painting at the Laguna College of Art and Design. Shane 
teaches Figure Drawing for Citrus College and California School of the Arts. In 
the summer months, Shane is an ocean lifeguard in Long Island, New York. He 
is represented by Main Street Gallery in Manasquan, New Jersey.
William Miller’s eighth collection of poetry, LEE CIRCLE, was published by 
Shanti Arts Press in June 2019. Miller’s poems have appeared in the American 
Poetry Review, The Penn Review, Shenandoah, Prairie Schooner, and West 
Branch. Miller lives in the French Quarter of New Orleans. 
Joseph Powell is a writer and spoken word artist and the author of four 
collections of poetry including The Spirit Of Baldwin Compels Me. His poems 
have been featured in various print and online journals including vox poetica, 
WORDPEACE, Marble Hand, The Blue Mountain Review, and The Freedom 
Papers. He was a featured poet in the PBS/National Geographic documentary, 
Skin, and has performed around the country including the Southern Festival 
Of Books, the Tucson Festival Of Books, and the Austin International Poetry 
Festival. He lives outside of Nashville, Tennessee with his wife, Cindi, and his 
dog, Hendrix.
Christina Quintana (CQ) is a writer with Cuban and Louisiana roots. CQ 
is the author of the full-length play Scissoring (Dramatists Play Service, 2019), 
the chapbook of poetry The Heart Wants (Finishing Line Press, 2016), and the 
recipient of fellowships from Tin House, MacDowell, Queer/Art, Van Lier New 
Voices at the Lark, Lambda Literary, and beyond. For more, visit cquintana.
com
K.A. Ramil is an accountant by license and a writer by passion. With a 
number of chapbook (working) titles in his mind, he writes as much he can in 
between reports, deadlines, and revisions. This is his first publication outside 
the Philippines where he currently lives and is looking forward to more.
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Forrest Rapier ’s poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Asheville Poetry 
Review, Best New Poets, Denver Quarterly Review, Texas Poetry Review, 
Waccamaw, and Greensboro Review among many others. He has received 
fellowships from BOAAT, Sewanee Writers’ Conference, and has also held 
writing residencies at the University of Virginia and Brevard College. A former 
editor for Greensboro Review and contest reader for North Carolina Writers’ 
Network, he grew up in the Florida Panhandle where he received his BA in 
English and Art History from Florida State University. He received his MFA 
from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro where he now lectures on 
Shakespeare and hosts writing workshops around the community.
Reem Rashash-Shaaban is a poet, writer, and photographer. After spending 
thirty-three years teaching at the American University of Beirut, she decided 
to go back to her passion: art. Her artwork has graced the covers of October 
Hill Magazine, The Twisted Vine, and has been published in Sukoon, Goat’s 
Milk Magazine, Drabblez, and the Remington Review. Reem uses her original 
photographs to reconstruct a new view of life and cities and mixes collage, 
pastel, ink, and paint in her effort to keep the culture, thoughts and traditions 
of people alive.
Tess Rosenberg studies anthropology and studio art at Santa Clara Univer-
sity. She uses social science and visual art methods as vehicles for storytelling 
to explore human themes. Her focuses include identities, disparities, and com-
munity. Her latest project, A Quiet Summer, is funded by the REAL Program.
Richard Schiffman is an environmental journalist, poet, and author of two 
biographies. His poems have been published in the Alaska Quarterly, the New 
Ohio Review, the Christian Science Monitor, the New York Times, Writer’s 
Almanac, This American Life in Poetry, Verse Daily and heard on NPR and 
on BBC Radio. His first poetry collection What the Dust Doesn’t Know was 
published in 2017 by Salmon Poetry.
Gordon Skalleberg is a native of Arild, Sweden and is now residing in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico. Skalleberg transitioned to full-time artist after years in the 
family’s business. His relocation to New Mexico inspired new imagery, a dis-
tinctive twist on Southwestern features – desert landscapes, mountains, open 
skies – in a semi-abstract landscape-style. Skalleberg has shown in galleries 
and exhibitions in Sweden since 2007; more recently in New York and San-
ta Fe. Since 2015, he has participated in a prestigious annual Studio Tour in 
southwest Sweden. Occasionally he accepts commissions – a recent example 
being Netflix engaging him to paint portraits of Uma Thurman and Tony Gold-
wyn for a production. His work is in museums and corporate and private col-
lections in Scandinavia and the United States.
Catherine Eaton Skinner’s work of the Marking Code series pursues a deep 
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investigation of the symbolic number 108, sacred to several Eastern religions, 
including Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism.  Structured through a variety of 
counting systems – from primitive tally marks and I Ching notations to binary 
coding, they encompass the 108 count and encoding of “one hundred eight”. 
Counting and measuring have been our way to order the disorder around us, 
from drawing in the sand to codes delivering instant information. Employing 
the medium of oil and encaustic on panel, the work explores numerological 
systems from around our world, alongside present-day computer codes.  These 
encryptions are developed into complex patterns, yielding abstractions evoca-
tive of ancient textiles, wall graffiti, and partially erased blackboards. Using a 
wide array of gestures – from delicate tracery to incising with a stick, there are 
single strokes of large antique sumi brushes to finger marks dragging paints 
across the paint surface. Each piece becomes its own offering to the basic ele-
ments of our natural systems, a modern mandala with new possibilities.
Samuel Swauger is a poet from the suburbs of Baltimore. His favorite writer 
is Frank O’Hara and he’s working on his first book of poetry. You can find links 
to more of his works at samuelswauger.com
Terra Trevor draws from her Native roots and the natural world to remind 
us to be open, to connect, to hope, to question, or bring change. She is the 
author of two memoirs, more than 1000 articles and a contributor to 15 books. 
When she is not writing, she is wandering hills and valleys with her grandkids 
and dogs or making soup. A devotee of long walks from sunrise to sunset, she 
lives with her family on the Central California Coast. 
Cristina Troufa is a Portuguese artist based in Porto, Portugal. Cristina 
received both her Licentiate Degree in Painting and her Master’s Degree in 
Painting from the University of Fine Arts of Porto (FBAUP) in 2012. Her  art 
has been featured in exhibits in solo and group shows since 1995, in  Portugal, 
Italy, Spain, Australia, Canada, Denmark, Taiwan, France, England and the 
United States. Troufa was referenced and interviewed in various media in 
Portugal and internationally. In 2015, she was a jury  member and guest artist 
in the “PortugArt” project in London, in the selection of Portuguese artists 
for a London collective exhibition. Cristina Troufa’s work is present in the art 
collections of public and private institutions. 
Michael Waterson is a retired journalist from Pittsburgh, PA. His varied 
career includes stints as a forest firefighter, San Francisco taxi driver, and wine 
educator. He earned an MFA from Mills College. His work has appeared in 
numerous online and print journals, including California Quarterly, Cathexis 
Northwest, and Glimpse Poetry Magazine.
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